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INTRODUCTION 
1. THE GENERAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
The search for an optimal value of a real valued objective 
function f is a very common problem. Frequently one wants to find the 
appropriate values of variables and parameters which make f attain its 
optimum. Since maximization off is equivalent to minimization of (-f) 
we can pose the problem as a minimization problem without any loss of 
generality. The mathematical formulation is as follows: For a given 
set D and a function f:0-rR, determine x*Eo such that for all xED 
f* - f ( X *) ~ f ( X) 
If this problem has a solution we call x* a minimizer and f* the m&n&mwn 
off on D. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STRUCTURE OF OPTIMIZATION 
We will examine necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of solutions in Chapter 1. However the mere knowledge that a 
solution exists may be of little use, when an attempt is made to find 
the solution computationally. In order to discuss the difficulties 
which arise, when attempting a computational solution, we must 
distinguish between two types of knowledge that we have about the 
objective function f:O-rR. 
Black Box 
We must have a formula, a computer subroutine or an 
experimental procedure, which provides the function value (and possibly 
derivatives) at each xED. Otherwise the mathematical statement f:D-+R 
is vacuous. We will refer to this device as the black box. 
In the mathematical sense the Black Box represents the 
objective function completely. However the availability of a Black Box 
is by no means sufficient to ensure a successful minimization in 
practice. Any minimization algorithm will use the Black Box to 
determine values at a set of ?ample points. Unless Dis a finite set, 
there is no possibility to compute all values off. The set of real 
valued functions 
F(D) = {f:D-+ R} 
contains, even for finite D, a great variety of different functions. 
Initially all of them could possibly be the objective function f. Even 
after the evaluation off at a finite set of sample points there is no 
way to draw any conclusions about the function values at other points. 
Therefore we need some additional information about the objective 
function. 
Additional Information 
This should enable us to reduce F(D) effectively to a subset 
F(D) C F(D). Examples of additional information which can define the 
restricted set of possible objective functions F(D) include, e.g. 
continuity, differentiability, asymptotic behaviour and homomorphy with 
respect to certain algebraic structures. 
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Knowing F(D) we can design or select an appropriat e al gorithm 
for the computational solution. Based on the properties of F(D) the 
algorithm can generate conclusions and conjectures about the function 
values at points not contained in the sample set. Obviously invalid 
assumptions about the objective function may cause failure and therefore 
algorithms should be designed for a particular F(D). 
There has to be a balance between the si ze of D and the 
available additional structural information. Otherwise the s ize and 
variety of F(D) will be beyond the scope of any algorithm. In fact, 
there are simple examples of problems with finite D, which exceed the 
limitations of computer systems (e.g. the travelling salesman problem). 
The general case F (D) = F (D) with infinite domain is computationally 
almost unsolvable and all algorithms perform equally badly as we will 
show in Chapter 1 . 
In many cases the available information will not be sufficient 
to restrict F(D) such that t here exists an algorithm which finds the 
global minimum for all f E F(D). In some applications however we expect 
that our objective function has some of the properties which would 
reduce F(D) to a tractable subset. For example a common assumption made 
in local optimization is that the objective function is "nearly" 
quadratic. Such generalizations of necessity are somewhat imprecise and 
depend on practical experience. However since the assumptions are not 
necessarily satisfied we must expect the algorithm to be less efficient 
and on occasions to fail completely. Nevertheless the lack of 
invariably successful general purpose algorithms leaves no alternative 
but to apply specialized algorithms for larger function-classes. The 
corresponding results provide only upper bounds off* and should be 
examined carefully before application in practise. 
3. LOCAL AND GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION 
Unless D has only a finite number of elements it will be in 
most problems a topological space. This means simply that there are 
certain neighbourhoods of points that are relati~ely close together. 
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Now we can have points x in a neighbourhood D C D such that for all x EB 
t = f(x) ~ f(x). A A Hence xis a minimizer off on D but not necessarily 
on D. If f-:/ f* we call f a local mi.ni.mwn on x a local minimizer of f in 
D. In contrast we refer to f*,x* as the global minimwn and a global 
minimizer, respectively. In many applications it is known that the 
objective function attains a unique local minimum in a certain region of 
D. This problem is called the local minimization problem and can be 
solved in most cases. 
4. CONSTRAINED AND UNCONSTRAINED MINIMIZATION 
Another basic classification of minimization problem relates 
to the structure of D. In many applications Dis a subset of a larger 
domain off, e.g. D = [0,1] CR. Frequently certain variables can only 
attain positive or integer values. Furthermore there can be a set of 
constraint functions which have to attain particular values at D. Under 
these conditions Dis called the feasible region and it is quite likely 
that some of the local and global minimizers are elements of its 
boundary. These problems are called constrained optimization problems. 
If on the other hand f is known to attain its minima in the interior of 
D we call the problem "unconstrained". By means of barrier and penalty 
functions constrained problems can be transformed into a sequence of 
unconstrained problems. These methods are called "Sequential 
Uncontrained Minimization Techniques" (SUMT) [2]. 
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5. METHODS FOR UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION 
We will consider different techniques for unconstrained 
minimization either local (ULO) or global (UGO). It is well known that 
for ULO algorithms of high reliability and rapid convergence are 
available. On the other hand reliable and effective algorithms for UGO 
are virtually non-existent, except for special cases which involve quite 
strong subsidiary assumptions about the structure off (see, for example 
[l]). In fact the very nature of UGO precludes the existence of general 
purpose algorithms which can locate the global minimum and involve only 
a small number of function evaluations. This is discussed in some detail 
in Chapter 1. Combining any ULO-method with random selection of initial 
points we obtain a "Multi-Start-Method" for UGO. In this sense we 
regard them as UGO techniques and can distinguish five classes: 
(1) Interpolation Techniques [3] 
(2) Space Covering Techniques [4] 
(3) Direct Search without Derivatives [SJ, [6] 
(4) Variable Metric Methods using the gradient Vf [7], [8] 
(5) Newton-Branin Methods using Vf and the Hessian V2 f [9], [l]. 
The general situation in UGO has been reviewed several times, 
for instance in the Conference Report [10]. 
5.1 Interpolation Techniques 
Intcrpol~tion techniques approximate the function by poly-
nomials or splines. The minimum of the approximating function is then 
found analytically. Although they do not necessarily make use of 
derivatives some smoothness of the objective function is assumed. In 
general they are only applicable for functions of a single variable. 
5.2 Space Covering Techniques 
Space covering techniques sample the function at a set of 
points which may be chosen in· a random fashion or on a fixed grid. In 
the latter case we can obtain the global solution with any desired 
accuracy, provided the search area is bounded and f satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition with known constant. However this approach can 
require an unacceptable number of evaluations, especially in high 
dimensions. 
5.3 and 5.4. Direct Search and Variable Metric Methods 
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Direct search and variable metric ·methods were originally 
developed for ULO. From any initial point they proceed downhill towards 
an adjacent local minimum. The number of function evaluation for each 
local minimization is small, in particular if the gradient Vf is 
available. Combined with "Multi-Start" procedures they appear to yield 
the most efficient implementation for global optimization to date. 
5.5 Newton-Branin Methods 
Newton-Branin methods are primarily techniques for solving the 
system of nonlinear equations: Vf = 0. They can move uphill and 
converge to any stationary point, even a maximum. Although their 
analytic definition depends on (V 2 f)- 1 , it is possible to avoid the 
evaluation and inversion of V2 f by a Broyden type update procedure [9]. 
As for any other trajectory method the computed solution can only be an 
estimate. 
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6. DISCUSSION AND THESIS SUMMARY 
Although the space covering techniques require a large number 
of evaluations, the data obtained are hardly used at all. The choice of 
the next sample point is independent of any information about the 
function currently available. In contrast, the Variable Metric and 
Newton-Branin methods approximate the objective function locally by a 
quadratic form. This depends either on the current values of Vf and V2 f 
only as in Newton 's method, or is updated iteratively at each step as in 
the Variable Metric methods. The next sample point is chosen to be the 
minimum or stationary point of this quadratic function. In both cases 
the absolute function value has no effect at all and convergence to 
minima or stationary points with values far larger than those 
previously obtained can occur. In view of this two major ideas will be 
pursued in this thesis. 
- A selective approach to local minima, which depends on the 
value off. 
Improved utilization of the available information to model the 
basic shape of the objective function. 
All the numerical methods to be considered will limit the necessary 
evaluations to a sequence of trajectories, and are therefore 
nondeterministic in that they return only estimates of the global 
solution. 
In Chapter 1 we examine briefly the problem of unconstrained 
global optimization in its most general form. In Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 
1.2 we examine the existence of global solutions and consider some 
elementary properties . In Theorem 1.1 we establish that for an 
objective function, which is not known to be continuous, no algorithm 
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performs better than a random sampling procedure. Theorem 1.2 exami nes 
the continuous case where the domain Dis a metric space and the 
objeGtive function is only known to be continuous. For the case where D 
is an open subset of Rn the theorem establishes the fact that any 
algorithm which yields a lower bound for f* requires an infinite set of 
sample points. Since even high order differentiability does not improve 
the situations we restrict the class of objective functions further and 
consider "on average unimodal " functions. 
This is done in Chapter 2 and leads to the concept of the 
"Gradient Method with Adaptive Memory". It is defined by a second order 
differential equation and represents a generalized method of steepest 
descent. The most important features are that the search direction is 
obtained as a weighted integral of negative gradients and that a 
distinction is made between "desirable" and "undesirable" local minima. 
Like steepest descent the generalized trajectories are not invariant 
with respect t o l inear parameter transformations but it is easy to 
incorporate a Variable Metric Concept. 
In Chapter 3 we consider several ways to approximate the 
objective function f by a quadratic form. The global minimum and the 
Hessian of this quadratic function can be used for GMAM to estimate c 
and for the Variable Metric Modification. In contrast to the standard 
Variable Metric methods the approximation is defined in a more global 
s ense as a weighted least square parameter estimation. We obtain a 
number of alternatives and discuss their numerical solvability. All 
solutions reduce to V2 f if f is a positive definite quadratic form. 
Various well known low rank update formulas can be obtained for 
particul ar weightings of the least square residual. 
CHAPTER 1 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
· 1.1 ELEMENTARY RESULTS 
In this chapter we establish some elementary facts about UGO 
and highlight the basic difficulties of any approach for its 
computational solution. As in the introduction we use the domain D and 
the function space F (D) = {f: D-+ R}. We define the generalized norm 
II II : F (D) -+Ru { oo} 
00 
II f 11
00 
- sup { I f (x) I } for all f E F(D) . 
xED 
II II is the uniform norm on the subspace of bounded functions which. 
00 
9 
forms a Banach Space in F(D). Since even continuous functions with a 
well defined global minimum can be unbounded above, we consider the full 
space F(D) and allow infinite values of II 11
00
• We denote by INI the 
cardinality of a set N and define the subspace F0 of functions with 
countable support, i.e. 
F0 (D) = {fEF(D) I ·l{xEDjf(x) f o}I ~ IN!} . 
If D is a topological space F (D) has a subspace C (D) of those? functions 
that are continuous with respect to the usual topology of R. We now 
generalize the definition of the UGO problem slightly: Given D and 
-F(D) C F(D) determine: 
f * - inf { f ( X) } E R U { _ oo , +oo} 
xED 
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f- 1 (f*) = {xEDif(x) = f*} 
when f can be evaluated at any point and is known to be an element of 
F(D). Since any subset of R has a well defined infimum 1n RU {-00 ,+00}, 
there exists for any fa unique global minimum f*. If the set of global 
minimizers f- 1 (f*) 1s not empty we call the problem solvable . Although 
the defi nitions off* and f- 1 (f*) are independent of F (D), this set 1s 
of paramount importance for any practical solution and is therefore an 
essential part of the problem. Now we can prove some elementary 
relationships. 
Lemma l .l. "Elementary Relationships 1n General Case" 
For any UGO problem we have: 
(i) f* = +00 iff D = 0, which implies f- 1 (f*) = 0 
(ii) f* = -co iff f (D) not bounded below, which implies 
f- 1 (f*) = 0 
(iii) If f(D) is bounded below and closed, then there 1s a minimum 
x* E f- 1 (f*) 
(iv) The mapping 
*:F(D) -+ R such that (f)* = f* 
1s Lipschitz continuous, viz. 
If* - g* I ~ II f - g 1100 for all f,g E F(D) 
The last assertion ensures that the problem of finding f* 1s properly 
posed. The solution f* depends continuously on the input data, namely 
the function values off. 
Proof. (i) Obvious. 
(ii) The equivalence 1s obvious. Since all values off are 
finite, f- 1 ( 00) equals 0 by definition. 
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(iii) f(D) 1s bounded below. Hence f* = inf{f(D)} must be finite. 
By definition f* 1s a cluster point of f(D) and must be contained in it. 
Thus there 1s an x* such that f(x*) = f*. 
(iv) Without loss of generality we assume f* ~ g*. Hence 
If* - g* I = f* - g* 
= inf {f(x)}-
xED 
inf {g (x)} 
XEO 
~ inf 
xED 
{g(x) + I f(x) - g(x) I} - inf {g(x)} 
xED 
~ inf {g (x) + II f - g II } - inf {g (x) } 
00 
xEO xED 
= II f - gll 
00 
0 
If D is a topological space and f EC (D) we can give a more 
convenient sufficient condition for the solvability of a UGO problem. 
For this we introduce level sets of the form L(s) = {xEDjf(x) ~ s},sER. 
For continuous f these sets are closed but not necessarily bounded. 
Furthermore we want to examine whether the problem of finding global 
minimizers is well posed in that small perturbations off can only 
result in small permutations of the minimizers. For two subsets M,N of 
a metric space we define their distance in the usual way 
d(M,N) = inf . {d(x,y)} 
xEM 
yEN 
Lemma 1 .2. "Elementary Relationships in Continuous Case" 
For a continuous objective function f on the euclidean space 
D = Rn we find: 
(i) The existence of a non-empty compact level set implies the 
existence of global minimizer x* E f- 1 (f*) 
(ii) The minimal distance between the global minimizers off and 
those of another objective function g cannot be bounded in 
terms of llf-gll, i.e.: For any s>O exist f,gEC(D) such 
that 11 f - g 11 < s but d Cf- 1 Cf*) , g - 1 Cg*) ) > 1 . 
00 
Proof. (i) It is a well established fact of elementary analysis that 
any continuous function attains a (global) minimum on a compact set. 
Obviously we have 
min · {f(x)} = f(x*) 
x EL (s) 
= inf {f (x)} . 
xED 
(ii) It is only necessary to construct an example. Consider the 
following one-dimensional objective function 
f(x) = { lxl 
1/lxl 
for Ix I ~ 1 
for !xi > 1 
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* f attains its global minimum at the unique minimizer x = 0. We define a 
sequence of objective functions g.: 
J 
g. 
J 
- f + ~ • min { 0, (x - j) 2 - 1} 
J 
These g. are modifications off and differ from f only in the interval 
J 
(j-1,j+l). Outside this interval they are non-negative like f, but for 
x = j we have: 
1 
= -:-- + 
J 
~ • min { 0, -1} 
J 
1 
- - . . 
J 
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Hence we see that the global minimizer x~ must be larger than (j - 1). 
J 
On the other hand the norm of (f - g.) can be arbitrarily smal 1 
J 
Hence we have 
but 
1 . 2 ALGORITHMS FOR UGO 
sup 2 jmin{O, (x-j) 2 - l} I 
xE R J 
lim 
j -+ 00 
II f - g. II J 00 = 0 
lim llx* - x~II = 00 
j -+ 00 J 
2 
= . . 
J 
"Solvability" as introduced in the previous section does not 
imply the existence of methods for finding or approximating f* and a 
corresponding minimizer x*. To examine this theoretically we have to 
formalize the concept of a (minimization) algorithm, which we shall 
refer to as A. Clearly any algorithm for UGO yields a sequence of 
points in D, where f and possibly its derivatives are evaluated. We 
shall refer to this sequence as the sample sequence and denote it by 
SA ( f) = { x . } . ~ z . We assume that X. 'f X. unless i = j and allow l to be J J ----::: l J 
0 
infinite. A is called an Z.-step algorithm . At the jth s t age th e choice 
of x. 1 depends on the minimization strategy of A and possibly the J+ 
values of f at the previous sample points {x. }. ~.. Hence we can write l l ----=::J 
x. l = Af ( {x. } . _- . ) . J+ l lC::::::::J 
'V 
If Af = Ag for all f, g E F (D) we refer to the corresponding sample 
sequence as prob l em independent and prob l em dependent otherwise . 
Naturally A will return the computed minimum 
inf 
j < z. 
{f(x.)} 
J 
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-We now define the error function of A on F(D). 
o A : F (D) -+ R 
_ {f; 0- f* o A (f) for f* E R 
otherwise 
For al 1 f E F (D) , o A (f) gives us the error between the global minimum and 
the computed solution as determined by A. Obviously we cannot blame any 
algorithm for failure if f*=- 00 ; in this case we set oA(f) =O. As 
discussed in the introduction every algorithm is only applicable for a 
particular set of objective functions F(D). Thus its performance can be 
described in terms of the error function oA. 
1.3 BOUNDS ON TI-IE GLOBAL MINIMUM 
-The user applying A to an f E F (D) may want to check the 
following propositions: 
UB f* is smaller than a 
LB f * 1 h B is arger tan , 
where a and Bare bounds relating to the users practical problem. 
Proposition UB ("UPPER BOUND") might be important for somebody 
who wants to examine the viability of a certain economical project. It 
"' is quite likely that he would be satisfied with a local solution f < a 
and a corresponding minimizer. 
Proposition LB ("LOWER BOUND") could be important in 
engineering problems, e.9. to bound a certain load. In this case it is 
essential to minimize globally. 
Now we discuss briefly whether or not an algorithm is able to 
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te s t the validity of these propositions. Every single function 
evaluation bounds f* above and could therefore verify UB or refute LB . 
This decision does not depend on any additional information about f but 
only the selection of a suitable sample point. To bound f* below and 
thus refute UB or verify LB is much more complicated. Unless Dis 
finite this decision can only be based on the properties of F(D). We 
* assume that a working algorithm returns a computed solution fA to the 
* * user . If f A< a or f A< f3 the user can be sure that UB is true or LB is 
false. If on the other hand f; > a or f; > f3 he cannot draw a~y immediate 
conclusions. Since f can be any element of F(D) the user has to take 
into account an error .of the size: 
s~p oA(f) ER U {+oo} . 
f E F (D) 
Only if f: - oA > a or f: - oA > S, the user can conclude that UB is false 
or LB is true. If there is no algorithm with a bounded error function 
on F(D) and the user cannot supply further information to reduce F(D) 
the proposition LB can never be established. We will show in Theorem 
1.2 that even UGO problems with continuous objective functions are in 
this sense undecidable. 
1.4 COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS 
Finally we compare the performance of two algorithms A and B 
~ 
that are applicable to the same F(D). We allow for both a l gorithms the 
same number l of function evaluations, l EN U {00}. Obviously one would 
prefer A to B if 
~ 
o A ( f) < o B ( f) for al 1 f E F (D) . 
If this is not the case, we have to apply a different criterion. For a 
16 
fixed error s > 0 we compare the sets 
Tilese sets contain all those objective functions on which A or B perform 
with an error equal to s. For any interesting problem these sets are 
likely to be infinite. Hence we cannot simply count and find out that 
"A computes with an error larger than s three times as often as B". 
Instead we compare the cardinality of c5~ 1 (s) and o; 1 (s) which can be 
done by the construction of suitable mappings. For the general case 
with an objective function, which is not known to be continuous, we 
obtain the following result. 
Theorem 1 .1. "Equivalence of Algorithms for Discontinuous f" 
Let F(D) be closed with respect to function value changes at a 
countable set of points, namely F (D) = F (D) + F O (D) . For any two Z.-step 
algorithm A· and B we obtain the equality 
sup c5 A (E) 
f E F (D) 
= co 
for all E ~ 0 
if z. < ID I . 
In other words, the algorithm A computes the global minimum with an 
error E ~ 0 exactly as often as B. Unless there are only l elements in 
D the error is unbounded. 
Proof. First we observe that the algorithms A and B cannot make use of 
derivatives since F(D) contains nondifferentiable functions. We now 
construct a mapping g:F(D) -+F(D) with the property: 
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o ( f) = o ( g ( f) ) A B for all fEF(D) . 
Let A generate the sample sequence SA(£)= {xj}j<l' where l EN U {00 }. 
Independent of the objective function, B generates the first sampling 
point y O and we define f = g (f) recursively: 
y. 1 = Bf~ ( {y. } . ___, . ) J+ l 1-::::::J 
At the j th stage f has been defined at al 1 points {y. } . ___,. and y. 1 1s l 1-::::::J J+ 
determined uniquely by the algorithm B. The process can be either 
finite or infinite and we obtain SB (f) = {y.}. ~ z · Thus we have: 
J J ~ 
inf 
j <l 
{t(y.)} = 
J 
inf · {f(x.)} 
j <l J 
= £* 
A 
The subsequences SA(£) - SB (f) and SB(£) - SA(£) must have the same 
~ ~ 
cardinality l < l. Cancelling all elements of SA(£) n SB(£) we obtain 
the indices of the remaining elements as subsequences {j (i)} i <Z and 
{k(i)} i <l of N. 
SB(£) 
We now can define f on SA(£) - SB(£) 
for i < Z . 
~ 
At all remaining points we equate f and f, 1. e. : 
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-f (x) - f (x) 
-Clearly f is an element of F(D). We can see that all values which f 
attains on D have been transferred to f exactly once such that 
I* = f* and 
Interchanging A and B we can define a corresponding mapping g:F(D) +F(D). 
Because of symmetry it is clear that g = g- 1 • Furthermore we can see 
that oA 1 (s) and o~ 1 (s) are mapped onto each other and must therefore 
have the same cardinality. The second assertion is obvious since the 
function values at D - SA cannot be bounded in any way. 0 
The main conclusion we can draw from this theorem is that a 
set of objective functions F(D) satisfying F(D) = F(D) + F0 (D) is in 
general far too large. On the basis of our criterion all algorithms 
applied to this class of functions perform equally badly. For practical 
purposes one can use the computed minimum as desirably low value or an 
* upper bound on f . However we can never bound the real global minimum 
-below. Unfortunately this is still true if we restrict F(D) to the 
continuous functions as we see in the next theorem. 
1.5 THE CONTINUOUS UGO PROBLEM 
The following theorem examines the computational solvability 
1n the continuous case. 
Theorem 1 .2. "UGO of Continuous Objective Functions" 
Let D be a metric space and F (D) = C (D) the set of continuous 
functions on D. Then we find for any l-step algorithm A 
sup o A (f) 
f EC (D) 
< 00 iff sup o A (f) 
f EC (D) 
= 0 . 
if£ SA (f) is dense in D for all f EC (D), which implies that D is 
separable and Z = 00 if D is infinite. In other words, any algorithm 
either solves all problems of C(D) exactly or has an unbounded error 
function on C(D). The only way to bound f* below is to evaluate a 
sample sequence which is dense in D. 
Proof. At first we prove: 
sup o A (f) < oo implies SA (f) dense in D for al 1 f EC (D) . 
f EC (D) 
If for any f, SA(£) is not dense in D there is an open ball 
D =· {xED1d(x,x0 ) <r} such that D n SA(f) = 0. Now we can modify f by 
adding the term 
fR(x) = R•max{O,r-d(x,x 0 )}. 
~ 
Obviously f + fR is still continuous and identical with f outside D. 
Hence A, if applied to minimize the modified function, will generate 
exactly the same sample sequence and obtain the same computed minimum 
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n t e ot er an we can c oose R ar itrar1 y sma sue fA* -- (f + fR) A*. 0 h h h d h b. . 1 11 h 
that 
= f* - (f + f ) * ~ f* - f (x 0 ) - R A R A 
is unbounded. This contradicts the assumption and therefore SA(f) must 
be dense for all fEC(D). 
Secondly we prove: 
SA(f) dense for all fEC(D) imp 1 i es sup o A ( f) = 0 . 
f EC (D) 
According to our definition oA(f) can only be nonzero if f* is finite. 
There must be a minimizing sequence {x.} such that f* = lim { f (x.) } . 
J j-+oo J 
Since f is continuous we have for every j and E:. > 0 such that 
J 
d (x, x.) < 00 =? I f (x.) - f (x) I 
J J 
< ~ . 
J 
Because SA(f) is dense in D there 1s a yj ESA(f) which satisfies this 
condition. Hence we have 
f * ~ A lim j -+ CX) 
inf{f(y.)} = 
J 
lim 
j -+ CX) 
=? f * = f * =? o ( f) = 0 A A 
{f(x.)} 
J 
for all fEC(D) . 
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0 
The result of theorem 1.2 can easily be generalized to 
problems with objective function of high order differentiability. If D 
n 1s an open subset of R every finite algorithm will have an unbounded 
error function, since a dense subset of Rn must be at least countable. 
Only if f satisfies a Lipschitz Condition with known constant and if D 
is bounded in Rn, is it possible to design space covering algorithms, 
which can compute lower bounds on f* with any desired accuracy. Since 
the computational requirements of these methods tend to exceed practical 
limitations the general outlqok for global optimization 1s rather 
pessimistic. For the discussion of any UGO method we have to bear 1n 
mind two points: 
-The set F(D) should be as restricted as possible. 
Proofs for global convergence under general conditions cannot be 
expected. 
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CHAPTER 2 
GRADIENT METHOD WITH ADAPTIVE MEMORY 
2.1 DEFINITION AND DERIVATION 
The method to be proposed can be applied to an arbitrary 
piecewise differentiable objective function. However, successful 
minimization can never be guaranteed and only expected for a certain 
class of functions. We call f "on average unimodal", if it is the sum 
of a well behaved unimodal function fEC 1 (Rn) and a perturbation term f 
with sup If (x) I < 00 • We can imagine that some sort of diffusion process 
xERn 
would smooth f so as to be approximately the same as f. This is of 
course no precise definition and it does not seem to be of any help to 
introduce a corresponding rigorous concept of "on average unimodal 
functions". 
Instead we look at a two-dimensional example. Let us consider 
a sand-dune-shaped function, which has to be inverted, since we want to 
minimize rather than maximize. This function has the following 
properties 
f is unimodal and possibly convex. 
The amplitude of f is smal 1 compared to the range of values of f. 
There are many stationary points of all kinds but few local 
minima close to the global solution. 
Under these circumstances Branin's Method or multistart techniques are 
bound to approach many stationary points or local mi nima far away from 
the interesting trough area, unless its location is known and the 
initial points chosen accordingly. 
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Using a parameter c slightly larger than the global minimum we 
formulate the following desirable properties of a search trajectory: 
The traj"ectory is rather stable as long as f >> c and tries to 
follow the general descent direction. 
As f tends to c the trajectory minimizes more thoroughly and 
finally reduces to a local minimization technique for f ~ c. 
The trajectory does not depend explicitly on the second order 
derivative V2 f . 
The trajectory is invariant with respect to the multiplication 
off by a positive scalar. 
Defining Equation 
These requirements can be satisfied by the solutions of a 
second order differential equation 
X"(t) (r 'Ct) ,T(t)) Vf(x(t)) 
= - -x · x (f(x(t)) -c) ' llx'(O)II = 1. (1) 
This system is autonomous and the parameter tis chosen to equal the 
distance along the trajectory. We have II x ' (t) II = 1 as proved in the next 
section. In many cases the values of arguments are either obvious or 
unimportant and we can omit them. We therefore use e .g. the 
abbreviations f=f(t) =f(x(t)), x::: x (t), f 1 =f(t 1 ), x0 =x (O). The 
system (1) can be justified in two different ways. 
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Justification I 
Firstly it can be obtained by variational principles as a 
necessary condition for a once differentiable solution of the problem: 
J
tl 
Min 
x(t) EX t 0 
dt 
(f(x(t)) - c) ' 
where Xis the set of continuous and rectifiable paths connecting two 
fixed points x0 and x1 • The parameter t must measure the distance along 
the paths and its finite endpoints t 0 and t 1 must satisfy x(t 0 ) =x 0 , 
x(t 1 ) = x 1 . This rather abstract approach is carried out explicitly in 
the Appendix and yields the integrated formulae 
X 1 (t) = f ( X ( t) ) • [X ~ _ J t V f ( X ( s) ) d s J 
fo 
O 
(f(x(s)) - c) 2 (2) 
x(t) = x + Jt f(x(s)). [xb - Js Vf(x(r)) dr J ds . 0 f 0 (f(x(r))-c) 2 0 0 
(3) 
Equation (2) shows that the current direction x' is a weighted average 
of previous negative gradients weighted by (f - c)- 2 • Hence the name 
GMAM (Gradient Method with Adaptive Memory), where the term "adaptive" 
indicates the dependence of the memory on the choice of the parameter c. 
As a matter of convenience we use the prefix "GM.AM" for all quantities 
related to the proposed method. It should not be confused with the 
"Memory Gradient Method" for local minimization as proposed by Miele and 
Cantrell [10]. 
Justification II 
Secondly we can justify equation (1) directly from the 
requirements listed above: 
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Since the trajectory should pick up the general descent 
direction it must correct is current tangent~~ with a certain 
sensitivity s(f) towards the local direction of steepest 
d 2 x ~ descent (-Vf). This gives us simply dT 2 = (-Vf) •s(f). 
The second order differential equation is autonomous and has the 
independent variable T. By an appropriate parameter trans-
£ . f t h h ' = dx ormation rom T o t we can ensure tat t e tangent x - t 
has always unit length. 
We apply the chain rule: 
dx 
dt 
dx dT 
= -·-dT dt' 
= 
dx d 2 T 
-·--dT dt 2 • 
The condition 11 x 'II = 1 yields 
Now we obtain for x" 
x" = 
dT 
dt = II~~ II / II~; II = 
= -[~~r · ::; ·~;I 11~~11 3 
= -[~~r -:::;11~~r. 
d 2 x 
=~-by substitution 
dt 2 
= - ( I - X 'X 'T J • Vf • 115d~l · 
dT 
The only term which still depends on the old parameter Tis the 
denominator II~~ 11 2• We try to reduce it to a form where it does no 
longer depend on T. 
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II ~~ II L II~~ 112 r [~~r 2 = + 2 d X d T=O dT2 T 0 
= II~~ 112 - 2 r [~~r Vf•s(f) dT T=O 0 
II~~ 112 - 2 r df _ d'T = - • s (f) T=O dT 0 
II~~ 112 r(T) = - 2 sCf) df. 
't=O f (O) 
z 
Since II~: II depends only on fixed initial conditions and the current 
value off we can incorporate it into the sensitivity parameter 
s (f) s (f) 
II~~ 112 Jf('T) - 2 
'T=O f(O) 
sCf) df 
Now we have the new system 
X" = - ( I - X I X I T) V f • s ( f) ' II xiii = 1 
Under these circumstances the curvature p of the trajectory is 
simply the norm of x" [11] 
If s(f) was bounded as f approaches c, p would be also and the 
sensitivity of the trajectory could not become arbitrarily 
large. Hence s (f) must have a pole for f = c. 
Finally s(f)- 1 must be linear inf to ensure the required 
invariance with respect to scalar multiplications off. Thus 
we have s (f) = (f ~ c) which leads to the equation (1) if we 
choose ;\ = 1. 
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The c-level 
Although system (1) is defined for all x with f(x) -/- c it meets 
our requirements and satisfies the justifications only in the 
region where f (x) > c. We will show later that the corresponding 
trajectories can be extended smoothly for f ~ c by steepest descent 
trajectories. Obviously the parameter c is very important and has to be 
estimated since f* will not be known at the start of a minimization 
process. We associate with c the following notation: 
c-level = f- 1 ( c) = {x E Rn If (x) = c} 
c-trajectory = solution of (1) 
X lS below c-level if and only if f (x) < C 
X lS above c-level if and only if f(x) > C • 
Finally we call all local m1n1ma below the c-level "desirable" and those 
above the c-level "undesirable". 
Solvability of the Differential Equation 
For the remainder of this section we impose two conditions on 
f. 
(i) f 1s twice differentiable: f E C2 (Rn) 
(ii) f 1s nondegenerate: f(x)-/- c, Oet(V2 f)-/- 0, i f Vf (x) = 0. 
In order to examine system (1) and to establish the property II x' II = 1 we 
compare it to the related system 
x" = + Tl x'x' II X '11 2 Vf = 1 . ( 1 ') (f - C) ' 
(1) and (l ') are well defined for all x 0 , with f(x 0 ) -/- c and have 1n a 
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neighbourhood of x 0 unique solutions. For any solution x (t) of (l') we 
find 
hence 
d II X 1 11 2 
dt 2 
T 
= x' x" 
x'T'vf 
- - (f - c) [
l llx'll 2 ] 
. II X '11 2 
= 0 
II x' ( t) II = II x' ( 0) II = 1 . 
Obviously this implies that x(t) solves system (1) as well, so both 
solutions must be identical. Hence the parameter transformation in 
Justification II was actually successful. We transform system (1) into 
a first order differential equation and determine the Jacobian of the 
new system 
d [i: J 
d [~ J 
x ' 
y' 
= 
' 
, 
y 
n II y 0 II = Xo 'Yo E R ' = 
- ( I - yyT) 'vf (f - c). 
'-
0 
' 
I 
T [ 'v 2 f 'v f 'v f T J 'v f Ty 
- ( I - yy ) 2 - I • + (f - c) (f - c) ' (f - c) 
1 
y'vfT 
(f - c) 
' 
(4) 
The Jacobiqn is continuous in (x,y)T as long as f(x) f c. At the c-level 
itself it is not defined. 
For any x0 , y O with II y O II = 1 and f O f c there is a neighbourhood 
where the corresponding initial value problem has a unique solution. 
Because of (ii) the c-level f- 1 (c) is a smooth (n - 1) -dimensional 
manifold. Any trajectory either stays in one of the open connected 
subsets of f- 1 (R - { c}) for al 1 t > 0 or approaches the boundary of 
f- 1 (c). We consider only the positive forward case: f (t) > c, t ~ 0. 
There is a maximal t c E ( 0, oo] such that x ( t) is defined on [ 0, t c) . Now 
we can prove under which conditions t is finite and how x(t) behaves in 
C 
this case. 
I 
Lemma 2. l . 
lim inf 
t-+ t C 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
''Final Approach" 
Let x(t) be a solution of (1) 
f(t) = C. Then the . following 
t < 00 
C 
lim X (t) = X E f- l ( c) 
C t-+ t 
C Vf(x ) 
C 
= -lim X 1 (t) II Vf (x ) II t -+ t C 
C 
lim supllV 2 f(t)II < 00 
t-+ t 
C 
lim infllVf(t)II >O. 
t -+ t 
C 
- x' --
C 
1n [O,t) with 
C 
conditions are equivalent 
This means that if f comes arbitrarily close to c 9-nd if II V2 fll is 
bounded and II Vf II bounded away from zero then the trajectory has only 
finite length t and converges to a limit point x such that f(t) and 
C C 
x(t) are once continuously differentiable on [O,t]. This final 
C 
approach to the c-level is perpendicular in that x'(t) converges to 
-Vf /II Vf II, which is the normal at that point. 
C C 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). 
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Because of llx'II = 1, x(t) is Lipschitz continuous on [0,t) and 
C 
can be extended continuously to [O, t ] , x = lim x (t) . Since f (x) and 
C C t-+ tc 
Vf(x) are continuous in x, f(t) and Vf(t) are continuous 1n t 
1 im f (t) = 
t -+ t 
C 
lim Vf (t) = 
t -+ t 
C 
lim inf f(t) = 0 = 
t -+t 
C 
Vf (x ) 
C 
- Vf 
C 
:/- 0 . 
Now we examine the second derivative of f(t) 
f (x ) 
C 
T f' = Vf • X' 
C 11 V fl I 2 - f ' 2 ) 
Cf - c) 
Since Vf and V2 f are continuous and II Vf II > 0 there are bounds S, o, 1" 
C 
and a sufficiently large t 1 such that: 
o ~ IIVf(t)II ~ 1" • 
Now we can bound f" above 
II Vfll 2 - f' 2 o 2 - f , 2 f'' ~ s - ~ s -T ( t - t) 1" ( t - t) . 
C C 
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The first inequality holds by the mean-value theorem. Obviously f can 
02 
have no minima, requiring f' = 0 and f" ~ 0 beyond t c - 2 • S •'f. Hence 
there must be a t 2 >t 1 such that: t>t 2 implies f'(t) ~ 0. Now we 
determine o = lim inf (II Vfll + f') ~ 0 
t -+ t 
C 
f" ~ C 11 v fll + f 
1 ) C 11 v fl I - f 1 ) s -
'[ (t - t) 
C 
~ S _ C 11 V fl I + f ' ) 11 V fll 
T (t - t) for t > t 2 • 
C 
If o > 0 ther e is for any s E (0, o] a t such that: 
€ 
C 11 V fl I + f ' ) > o - s 
f'' ~ S _ ( o - s) •o 
T (t - t) 
C 
Integration yields: 
for t > t 
€ 
. 
for t E [t , t ] 
€ C 
f
t 
f" dt = 
t 
f' - f' ~ S ( t - t ) + ( 0 - s) • 0 • ln ( t - t) 
€ € 1" C 
€ 
(cS-s) ~ lim 
t-+-t 
C 
B(t - t ) - f' + f' 
E: E: 
inf ~c--~i-n-(t~_-t_)_)~ 
C 
lim 
t-+-t 
C 
(3 ( t - t ) + 2T 
inf ~-c~~s~~­( - ln(t - t)) = 0 . 
C . 
s can be chosen arbitrarily smal 1 hence: c5 = 0. Thus we have: 
lim inf (II Vfll + f' (t)) = 0 
t-+-t 
C 
lim inf f' (t) = lim (-IIVf(t)II) = 
t-+-t t-+-t 
C C 
-II Vf II . 
C 
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We want to show that -II Vf II is in fact the limit of f'. If f' does not 
C 
decrease monotonically to -II Vf II , there is an infinite sequence 
C 
tk-+- t c of local maxima, requiring f" (tk) = 0 
f" ( t ) k 
This inequality allows us to bound f~ 
=> lim (II Vfkll + f1<) = o 
k -+- CX) 
=> lim f' = 
k -+- CX) k 
lim (-IIVfkll) 
k -+- CX) 
= -II Vf II 
C 
Therefore we have in any case lim 
t -+- tc 
easily the second equality of (ii) 
f I ( t) = - 11 Vf 11 • Now we can show 
lim 
t -+- t 
C 
11 
1 Vf ( t) 11 2 _ 
X ( t) + II Vf ( t) II - lim 
t -+-t 
C 
C 
[ f'(t)) 2 1 + II Vf Ct) II 
= 2 [1 + lim 
t -+-t 
f I (t) / lim 
t +t 
C C 
[ 
llv7f II] 
= 2 • 1 - 1117£ :11 = 0 . 
1117£ (t) 11 J 
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(ii) implies (iii) 
Because of the continuity of Vf and V2 f in x there are bounds 
E , S , o such that: 
for al 1 x : II x - x II < E ~ II V2 f (x) II < S, II Vf (x) II ~ o > 0 . 
C 
Since lim x(t) = 
t -+ t 
C 
Hence we have: 
x there is a t 1 such that: C 
lim sup IIV 2 f( t)II < B < 00 
t -+ t 
C 
lim inf 11 Vf(t)II ~ o > o . 
t -+ t 
C 
(iii) implies (i) 
As in the previous section we choose t 1 , S, o such that: 
t > t 1 ~ IIV 2 f(t)II < S, o < IIVf(t)II . 
As in the first part of this proof we obtain: 
f" < S -
f'' < 0 for (f(t) - c) 
02 - f I 2 
(f - c) 
02 
< ~ 2S and f I (t) = 0 . 
02 
Thus f - c can have no minimum less than 26 and must decrease 
monotonically beyond a certain t 1 , i.e. 
(f(t) - c) 02 < 26 . 
Furthermore we have f"(t) < - ~ for any t ~ t 1 with - ~ < f'(t) < 0. 
This ensures that f' ,( - ~ for t E (t 1 + ~ , tc). Thus tc,;;; t 1 + 2~0 as 
(f(t) - c) can not be positive beyond this point. 0 
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Extension to Complete System 
Assertion (ii) of the Lemma ensures that 
lim x' (t) = -Vf /II Vf II. This satisfies our second requirement in that 
C C 
t-+ tc 
x(t) transforms gradually to the trajectory of steepest descent as f 
goes to c. Therefore we can extend the solutions of (1) in a 
continuously differentiable way by the trajectory: x'(t) = -Vf/llVfll, 
x(t) = x. Both differential equations can be combined in one system: 
C C 
max(O,f-c) •x" + (r - x'x'T) Vf = 0 , llx 011 = 1 . (5) 
This equation is defined everywhere but reduces to a trivial 0=0 at 
those x ER where f (x) ~ c and Vf (x) = 0. These elements are all 
stationary points off below the c-level. Everywhere else the property 
II x 'II = 1 is maintained and there are no stationary points of the 
differential equation. We distinguish the global (f > c) and the local 
(f ~ c) part of any solution of (5): 
g 10 b a 1 : f > C :::} XI I = - ( I - X I X 'T) ( f v_f C) ' II xJII = 1 
local: f~c :::} 0 = ( I - XIX IT) Vf 
T 
x'T Vf(l - llx'll 2) :::} II XI II 1 XI •O = = 
VfT•O = II Vfll 2 - (Vf T X 1 ) 2 =? XI = ±Vf/11 Vfll . 
We choose x' = -Vf/11 Vfll and obtain a differentiable transition 
from the global to the local part. 
Since c has a very strong influence on the system (5) we call all its 
solutions including the global and the local part GMAM- or c-
trajectories. They are defined uniquely by the initial configuration 
(c,x 0 ,x0) and can be either finite or infinitely long. The former case 
occurs if f never comes sufficiently close to the c-level and there is 
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no local part at all. The latter occurs if the global part converges to 
a point on the c-level from which the local trajectory approaches a 
stationary point. Theoretically this can be any saddle point or even a 
maximum. However the only numerically stable limits of the steepest 
descent trajectory are local minima and convergence to a saddle point is 
unlikely. Because of the similarity between steepest descent 
trajectories and the global part, they share some properties. In 
. particular we have the undesirable feature that the defining system (1) 
is not independent of linear transformations on the variables off 
(briefly: scaling dependence). For local minimization this problem can 
be solved by the variable metric techniques. We will show later that 
these concepts can be generalized in a more global sense and applied for 
the global minimization by means of GMAM-trajectories. 
2.2 OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY, STABILITY AND CONVERGENCE 
Optimization Strategy 
The examination of the differential equation as carried out in 
the previous section suggests that we can consider the GMAM-trajectories 
as a generalized concept of steepest descent. Practical experience with 
on average unimodal functions f = f +fas specified in the introduction 
of section 2.1 confirmed that the global part of GMAM-trajectories 
indeed behaves similarly to the steepest descent trajectories generated 
by the smooth function f. Hence we can use the global part to explore 
the basic shape of the objective function. Ideally this search leads 
into the regions where the general level of the objective function is 
smaller than all previously obtained local minima. However the global 
part can fail completely, for instance if c is so small that f- 1 (c) is 
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empty. There are some other pitfalls (see theorem 2.2) and even the 
most sophisticated implementation of the GMAM-concept can not be as 
straightforward and reliable as local minimization algorithms. This is 
partly due to the very nature of the UGO-problem as characterized in 
the theorems of Chapter 1. All global optimization algorithms will 
suffer from this general limitation and only large scale comparisons can 
reveal their relative performance. 
We move on to sketch briefly the procedure of global 
minimization by means of GMAM-trajectories. At the start the 
configuration (x 0 ,x~,c) will be chosen according to the information 
available about the objective function. The choice of c is particularly 
crucial and should be taken such that the c-level represents the desired 
and/or expected global minimum. If the global part attains the c-level 
we use the steepest descent trajectory or another local minimization 
technique to find an adjacent local minimum. Afterwards c is readjusted 
well below the last minimum such that the trajectory will never converge 
to another minimum with a value already obtained previously. In order 
to avoid infinite global trajectories c is increased gradually and new 
initial points are chosen from the set .of constrained minima off along 
previous trajectories. When several initial configurations fail to 
produce a new lower local minimum the algorithm stops and returns the 
best so far evaluated minimum as an estimate for the global solution. 
Symmetry and Unbounded Growth 
The major difference between local minimization tra jectories 
and the global part of the GMAM-trajectory is that the latter climbs 
uphill occasionally. Ideally this enables the method to leave the 
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neighbourhood of undesirable local minima and to cross small ridges. 
However since the trajectory is supposed to minimize the function one 
would like to give a bound on . f(t) in terms of the initial configuration 
(x 0 ,xJ,c). Unfortunately this is not possible · because of the symmetry 
of system (1). We call (1) symmetric in that it is unaltered by a 
reversed parametrization. Let x(t) be a solution of (1) emanating from 
x0 ,xJ. Then the trajectory y(s) = x(l - s) solves the same differential 
equation since y" = x" and y 'y 'T = x 'x 'T and both paths are identical if 
we choose y0 =x(l), y~ = -x'(l). If x(t) is a successful minimizing 
trajectory in that f(x 1 ) <<f(x0 ) we find that y(s) does exactly the 
opposite and increases the function value significantly. However the 
situation is not quite as bad as it appears, because the uphill runs of 
any trajectory are unstable with respect to perturbations of x'. 
Stability 
We consider only the global part but not the well known 
steepest descent trajectory. It is possible to apply a parameter 
transformation such that llx'II = (f-c), which makes all points of the c-
level stationary. We obtain a transformed differential equation, which 
defines a dynamical system. 
x" = -[I - · 2x'x'Tl Vf(f-c) , 
(f - c) 2J 
We can check easily 
d T 
x'T Vf [1 dt ~II XI 112 = X I X 11 = -
= - f'·(-l)•(f-c) = ~ ~(f-c) 2 dt 
II xJ II = (f - c) . (6) 
-
2llx'll
2 J·(f- l (f-c)2 C 
if II x '11 . = (f - c) . 
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[ 2x ' x 'Tl . The elementary refl ector I - II x , 11 2 1s orthogonal and the sys t em is 
everywhere continuous if we define x" = 0 for f = c. However the Jacobian 
of the system is not well behaved as it contains the term 
-[r _ 2x'x'TJ VfVfT. This matrix 1s discontinuous in x' at the c-l evel 
II XI 11 2 
unless Vf = 0. If on the other hand Vf = 0 the entire Jacobian becomes 
zero. Hence, at all stationary points, the Jacobian is either 
discontinuous or trivial. Obviously this does not provide any useful 
information and since the system (6) has no real advantages compared to 
(1) we will not use it any more. For our purposes it is appropriate to 
examine three different aspects of the differential equation (1): 
Directional stability 
Convergence to the c-level 
Convergence to a local minimum. 
Directional Stability 
The first point refers to the remarks at the end of the 
previous section and entails simply the examination of the principal 
clx" 
submatrix clx' of the Jacobian (4). 
clx" 
= 
clx' [
I VfT X' X 'VfT J 
• (f - c) + (f - c) · 
. VfTx' 
As we can compute easily, this matrix has (n - 1) eigenvalues (f _ c) and 
T 2•Vf x' clx" 
one equal to (f _ c) . Thus clx, 1s positive definite if - Vf T x' < 0 and 
negative definite if -VfTx' > 0. S · clx" · · · 1 b · f 1nce cJx' 1s a pr1nc1pa su matrix o 
the full Jacobian this implies that GMAM-trajectori e s are unst able 1n 
uphill situations (-VfT x' < O). On the other hand they are s t ab l e with 
T 
respect to directional perturbations if f' = Vf x' < 0. 
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An Example 
function which describes a valley ascending gradually along the x 1 =x2 
axis. Obviously this is not a properly posed _minimization problem since 
th e function values are not bounded below. It is designed to illustrate 
two typ ical properties of GMAM-traj ectories as displ ayed in figure 1. 
Firstly this example demonstrates that the numerical solution is in fact 
altered by reversing the direction of integration, though the analytic 
solution is not affected. Secondly we see that all trajectories finally 
attain the c-level even if they initially proceed "up the valley". 
Substituting f(x 1 ,x2) into the system (1) we obtain the equation 
-x { x~ ] • r 2 (x 1 - x2) + 0. l] 
1 - (x~fl l2cx2 - xl) + 0.1 
1 
1 The initial value problem defined by x 1 0 = x2 0 = 0, x;_ 0 = x~ 0 - 12, c = -0. 5 
has the analytic solution 
t 
12 
This means that the trajectory moves straight against the negative 
gradient up to infinity. However this does not occur in practice since 
numerical round off errors eventually disrupt the analytic identity 
x' = + 
Vf II Vfll and the trajectory starts swinging across the bottom of the 
valley until it finally turns back and obtains the c-level. If we 
select any point of the final downhill period and integrate in the 
reversed direction the solution differs quite significantly from the old 
path but shows the same general behaviour. 
The tendency to oscillate about the bottom of a valley appears 
to be a maJor disadvantage compared to the steadiness of local 
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minimization trajectories. Although it was not possible to establish 
them theoretically we observe the following properties: 
Every numerical trajectory attains the c-level. 
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Oscillation occurs in general if the steepness of the valley 1s 
small compared to (f - c). 
On the uphill run amplitude and period increase monotonically; 
on the downhill run this situation is reversed. 
The numerically evaluated turning point 1s 1n almost every case 
lower than that of the analytical solution. 
If the valley is of bounded width there is the possibility that 
the trajectory leaves it before reaching the turning point. 
Convergence to the c-level 
As we already mentioned the examination of the Jacobian in the 
neighbourhood of the c-level remains very unsatisfactory. Since there 
is some confusion about the terminology of stability theory we establish 
the next Lemma simply in the terms of our particular problem. We then 
without proof reformulate the result in the terminology used by [12]. 
For a fixed initial point x 0 , f O > c, we consider the circular cone 
T 
V f ( x o ) • Y ~ cos a} 
II Vf (x 0 ) II 
such that all initial configurations I CO, x 0 , x 0 E Cxo) generate global 
trajectories, which converge to f- 1 (c). a We call CCxo) a cone of 
successful directions and a its semivertical angle. 
Lemma 2. 2. "At traction to c-1 evel" 
Let f be twice differentiable 
(i) If there is a radius R with 
0 -
and 
Min 
II x-x 0 II ~R 
II yll =l 
II Vf(x) 11 2 - yT v7 2f(x) · y(f(x) - c) 
(VfT(x)•y)2 
> 0 
the cone of successful directions is not empty and has at 
least the semivertical angle: 
-1[ (fo -c) J 
et= cos R•llv7f
0
li•cS . 
(ii) If v7 2f is bounded globally, 1.e. max llv7 2 f(x)II ~ B the 
xERn 
assumptions of (i) can be reduced to one local condition 
(f o - c) • B ~ 1 
11Vf 0 ll 2 10 
and we have at least the semivertical angle: 
- 1 [ 8 
a = cos ( 11Vfoli 2 _ 
B· (f 0 - c) 
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(iii) If f is nondegenerate in that f = c implies II Vfll f O there is 
an open set containing f- 1 (c) where all points have non-
empty cones of successful directions. 
The results (ii) and (iii) mean in the terminology of Bhatia and Szego 
as defined in [1 2] that the set 
[ (x,y) E R2n f (x) = C , Vf (x) = -y } 
is an attractor of system (1) if II Vfll f O on f- 1 (c), and furthermore, a 
uniform attractor if inf II Vf(x)II > 0 and sup . II v7 2 f(x)II < 00 The 
f (x) = c f (x) = c 
first inequality of (i) implies the condition 
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(£ 0 - c) 11'7£ 0 11 
II Vf 0 11 < II V
2 £ 0 11 . 
The left side of this inequality describes roughly the distance between 
x 0 and the next point of the c-level. This has to be smaller than 
11Vf0 II/IIV
2 f 0 11, which is approximately the distanc_e to the next stationary 
point. For any linear function the conditions are satisfied with c5 = 1 
and we can expect that they hold for nonlinear functions if II '7 2 £11 is 
smal 1 compared to II Vfll . 
Proof. (i) We consider f(t) and its derivatives 
f" = x 'T v72 fx ' ( II y7 f 11 
2 
- f 1 2 ) 
(f - c) 
= 
f" ~ 
[ 
l _ ( II v7 fll 2 - X I T v7 2 f X 1 • ( f - c) ) J f 1 2 
f!L (f-C) 
(1 - 0) f I 2 
(f - c) as long as r(t) - II x(t) - x 0 II~ R . 
Let t 1 be maximal t such that: r(t) ~Rand f'(t) < 0 for all 
t E [ 0, t) . Now we can integrate twice: 
f" ( t) ~ f I (t) 
• f I (t) 
(l - cS) (f(t) - c) 
Jt f"(s) ds ~ (1 - cS) Jt f' (s) ds f' (s) (f(s) - c) 0 0 
Zn f' ~ ( 1 - cS) • Zn Cf - c) fh (£ 0 - c) 
f' ~ 
(f - c)l-o 
f' 0 
(f O - c) 1- cS 
The last inequality shows that f' is negative for all t with f(t) > c and 
r(t) ~ R. The second integration yields 
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c5 c5 1 [ (f - c) - (f O - c) J 8 ~ 
f' 
0 • t 
1- cS (f0 - c) 
[ 
(-fb) · cS ·tJ 1/cS (f (t) - c) ~ (f 0 - c) 1 - (f 
O 
_ c) . 
Thus the trajectory must reach the c-level for t 2 ~ (f 0 - c)/(-f~) c5 
unless it leaves the R-ball, which can only occur if t 2 > R. The second 
condition ensures that this is impossible if we choose x~ = -Vf 0 /IIVf 0 II, 
which implies f 0 = -II Vf 0 II. 
If 
(f 0 - c) 
(-f') · cS u 
cos a 
= (f 0 -c) 
IIVf 0 ll ·cS 
~ R • 
< 1 
this holds for all initial directions x' satisfying: 
(ii) We choose c5 = \ and determine a suitable R. Using T = 11Vf 0 11 we 
have the following inequalities: 
(f (x) - c) ~ (f 0 - c) + T·r + _§_. r2 2 
T y V2f • y ~ s for II yll 2 = 1 
II Vf (x) 11 ~ Ill Vf 0 II - S·II x Ill = !T-S•rl if 
~ T -r - -
---::: B - y 
We want to bound the left side of condition (i) below by cS = \ 
IIVf(x)ll 2 - yTV 2f•y(f(x) - c) 
T (Vf (x) •y) 2 
\ ~ _I IV_f_(.;._x_;_) _11 _2 _-_B_(:__f-=-( __;x )'---_c~) _ \ 
II Vf (x) 11 2 
(T ~ S•r) 2 - s[cfo - c) + T•r + i r 2 ] 
(T - B·r) 2 
1 
- ~ 
2 -
- Tf3r - .§__ r 2 
2 
= 
(T - Sr) 2 
T2 
S(f0 -c) - 2T • Sr - -2 
= (T - Sr) 2 
1 (f O - c) 2 r - -2 T•y y 
= [1 
-~f 
This fraction is positive for all 
Thus we choose 
r E [ 0, y -4 
R - l(Y - Cf O - C) J 
2 2 T 
and check the second condition of (i) 
(f O - c) 
= R - T·O 
= y ( f O - C) [_!__ + l] 
4 T 2 0 
= y (f O - c) ~ ~ y (l _ 5 J = 4 - T 2 4 2 •10 Q • 
Consequently we get the semi vertical angle 
cos Cl 
(f O - c) 2(f 0 -c) 
= = R•IIVf 0 ll·o y-'( • l [l - (fo -c)) 2 2 T•y 
4 • 2 8 
cos Cl = = [ li17foll 2 . [ T•y 
- 2) - 2) (f O - c) B· (f 0 - c) 
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(iii) For any x 0 E f- 1 ( c) we can find a neighbourhood in which the 
conditions of (ii) are satisfied 
S = max II V2 f (x) II . 
II x - x 0 II ~ 1 
There exists 
I 
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R < 1 s.t. llx-x 0 11 < R implies 
There exists 
R ~ R s.t. !Ix - x 0 II < R implies 
Hence we have in the R-ball 
II Vf (x) II > II Vf oll 
2 
11 Vf 0 11 2 (f(x)- c) < 10·6·4 · 
(f(x) - c) · B < 
II Vf (x) 11 2 
11Vf 0 ll
2
·B·4 
10• 8 •4!1 Vf 0 11 2 
= 
1 
10 . 
The union of these R-balls is an open set containing f- 1 (c). 
Convergence to a Local Minimum 
0 
For any locally unique minimum there is a surrounding open set 
of points from which all steepest descent trajectories converge to the 
minimum. This neighbourhood is sometimes called the "region of 
attraction" but we prefer the shorter term "catchment". 
If a c-trajectory meets the catchment of a local minimum there 
A 
are three possible consequences. If c is sufficiently larger than f the 
trajectory is likely to attain the c-level and to converge afterwards to 
the minimizer x. A If c is sufficiently smaller than f the trajectory 
might simply cross the catchment without changing its behaviour 
significantly. The third and worst case can occur if c is somewhere in 
between and the trajectory is trapped in that it can neither converge to 
the minimum nor leave the catchment in order to search for another one. 
A 
We can determine lower and upper bounds on (c - f) to guarantee either 
convergence or divergence. The difference between these bounds depends 
basically on the magnitude of II V2 f II. The result of this section is 
important as it indicates to which extent the proposed method is 
A 
actually able to distinguish between desirable (f < c) and undesirable 
A 
minima (f > c) . 
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Theorem 2. 2. "Se 1 ec tion of Minima" 
"' Let f be twice differentiable with a unique local minimum fat 
x=O. Let (x 0 ,xJ) satisfy the conditions that r~ < O and that the ball 
"' "' with radius R = r O and centre x is contained in the catchment of f. We 
use the constants a,S ~ 0 
(-a) = ~ min {o, T V2 f(x)•y} y 
llxll ~R 
II yll = 1 
s = )i max {yT V2 f(x) y} . 
II xii ~R 
llyll = 1 
All trajectories emanating from (x 0 ,xJ) exhibit the following 
behaviour: 
(i) c<f-jlR 2 
(ii) c > f + cxR 2 
implies divergence 
(there is a t 1 <oo, r(t 1 )>R) 
implies Convergence of the local part 
(there is a tz < 00 , X (tz) = X) 
(iii) a = 0, c = f implies Convergence of the global part 
"' (iv) a=O, c=f 
==> 
0 -/- Det (V 2 f (x)) 
( 1 im x ( t ) = x) 
t-+ tc 
Finite Convergence of the global part 
;. e~:: Ct < CX) ' X ( t ) = x) 
C C 
The condition a= 0 is equivalent to the convexity of f. Only in this 
case the condition c = f is sufficient for convergence as described by 
(iii) and (iv). While the trajectory can be arbitrarily long if V2 f(x) 
is singular,the global part must converge to x for a finite t otherwise. 
C 
Proof. All our conclusions are based on an examination of r (t) = II x(t)II 
and f(t), which was already considered in the proof of Lemma 2.1. We 
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determine the derivatives of r(t): 
r' = 
T 
X • X' 
r . ' 
Ir' I ~ i 
(l-r' 2) r'f'-xT·Vf/r 
= +------'--
r (f - C) 
T 
· Using a Taylor expansion we can bound -x Vf 
~ 2 T ~ 2 
r - f - B • r ~ - '7 f x ~ r - f + ar . 
Now we can bound r" 
r" ~ !_ [i + f-f +ar 2) + r' [ f' _ rr'\ 
r (f - c) (f - c) J 
= (f - c + ar 2) + r , [ f ' _ r ') 
r(f-c) (f-c) r 
r" ~ !_ (i + f - f - Br 2! + r, [ f' _ rr' l 
r (f - c) J (f - c) j 
"' 2 
= (f - c - Br ) 
r (f - c) [ f' r'J + r' - ~(f - c) r · 
(i) The assumptions imply the following inequalities: 
"' 2 "' 2 (f - c - Br ) ~ (f - c - BR ) > 0 
B • R 2 < ( f - C) = ( f - f) + (f - C) ~ BR2 + (f - c) 
f' ~ IIVfll ~2.B·r ~ 2B·R . 
Thus we have for r" 
r" ~ [ f - c - BR 2 _ r, 2) !_ _ Ir' I • If' I 
(B•R2 + f - c) r B·R2 
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We abbreviate : 
a 
"' 2 f - C - SR 
> 0 . 
6•R2 +f-c 
We make use of Ir' 1 2 ~ Ir' I 
r" ~ a - Ir' I = 0- lr'l _2~ 
r R r 
Whenever Ir' I < ~' r" must be positive since: 
r" > 
_3_•0 _ _ la 2 __!!._ > 0 4 •r 'tR ~ 4R . 
Al though r' (t) < 0 in a neighbourhood of t = 0, r' (t) can not be bounded 
away from zero because 
0 .:;; r(t) = r r' (s) ds . 
0 
a a 
If once - "· < r' (t) then r"(t) > i;-R and there must be a t 1 such that 
r'(t 1 ) ~ ~ Fort~ t 1 we can integrate the differential inequality as 
long as r'(t) > 0. 
r" > r' [ f' rr'] (f - c) - => 
r" 
> 
f' r' 
- -
r' (f - c) r 
Zn r' > Zn (f - c) •r 1 
r' (f 1 - c) •r 1 
=> 
r' •r > 
(f-c)•r 1 ·r~ 
=> (f 1 - C) 
S·R2 •r •r' 
r' •r > 1 1 - 'T > 0 -(f 1 - c) -
=> 
r
2 
> r~ + 2•T(t - t 1 ) => there is a t 2 s.t. r(t) > R. 
"' (ii) If f ~ c the assertion holds by definition of the catchment 
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and the trajectory has no global part at all. Otherwise we can assume 
f 
O 
= f (x 0 ) > c. The global part is uniquely defined on a maximal interval 
[0,t) where t E(0, 00]. We have to prove that t < 00 and r(t) <R, which 
C C C C 
makes x =x(t) an element of the catchment, from which the local part 
C C 
" converges to x. Using the condition on c we bound r" above 
r" ~ (f-c+aR
2 ) [ f' r'\ 
r . Cf - C) + r I Cf - C) - rJ 
r" < r' [ f' - rr'l Cf - c) J for t E [O, t ) . C 
Let t 2 ECO, tc] be the maximal value such that r' Ct) < 0 for all 
t E [O, t 2). As in Ci) we can integrate the differential inequality after 
division by r' 
r" 
> 
r' 
r' < 
f' r' 
Cf - c) r ' 
r~·r 0 •Cf-c) 
Cf O - c) •r 
- 't 
r' 
r' 0 
Cf - c) ·r 0 > Cf O - c) •r 
Cf - c) 
< 0 . 
r 
If t 2 is finite the continuity of r' ensures that 
Cf (t 2 ) - c) 
r'Ct2) ~ - T r(t2) < 0' 
which contradicts the maximality of t 2 unless it equals t . If t 2 is C 
infinite this holds anyway. Thus r(t) decreases monotonically on [0,t) C 
and has a limit r ~ 0. Integrating the inequality again we gain a 
C 
condition on f(t) 
r'r < - T•(f-c) ~ r 2 t < - T Jt (f(s)-c) ds < 0 
2 0 0 
0 s;; r (f (s) - c) ds < 
0 
for t E [ 0, t ) . 
C 
If (f(s) - c) is bounded away from zero, t is infinite and the integral 
C 
can become arbitrarily large. Therefore we have 
"' 
lim inf f (t) = c . 
t-+ t 
C 
Because f (t) > c and f < c the ~inimal radius r cannot be zero. The 
C 
compact set {x E Rn I r ~ II x 11 ~ R} contains no stationary points such 
C 
that IIVf(t)II is bounded away from zero. Now we can apply Lemma 2.1 as 
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the assumption lim inf f(t) = c and the conditions (iii) are satisfied. 
t-+ tc 
The equivalent condition (i): t < 00 ensures that the trajectory attains 
C 
the c-level inside the catchment, which immediately causes the local 
part to converge to the minimum. 
(iii) All conclusions of the previous proof, except that one 
excluding the possibility r = 0, are still valid. The conjecture r > 0 
C C 
would imply the last section of the proof and consequently the existence 
of an x satisfying II x II = r > 0 f (x ) = c. This contradicts the 
C C C ' C 
assumptions of (iii) and forces r to be zero implying 
C 
lim 
t-+ tc 
x(t) =x=O. 
(iv) We have to prove in addition to (iii) that t is finite. 
C 
Since v7 2 f(x) is non-singular and xis a local minimizer v7 2 f has to be 
positive definite in a neighbourhood of x with radius R, i.e. for all 
x, y E Rn, 11 x 11 ~ R, 11 y 11 = 1 
Since lirn r(t) = 0 there is a t 1 such that llx(t) II = r(t) ~ R for t > t 1 • 
t-+ tc 
We confine the rest of our analysis to this R-ball. Again we employ the 
differential inequality for r" int 
r" ~ l. (f - C - X T y7 f) [ f ' r ') 
r (f - c) + r' (f - c) - r . 
"' T y Since f ~ f - Vf x + - r 2 we have 2 
T f - C - X Vf = "' T y f - f - x Vf ~ - - r 2 2 
Furthermore we use f - c = f - f ~ ~ r 2 • Now we can obtain a sharper 
bound for r'' 
r " ~ (-Y)r
2 
, [ f' r'J 
-'---- + r - -
r•r 2 ·6 (f-c) r 
(r' 2 +y/6) 
~--_:_;__~ + 
r 
r' •f' 
(f - c) 
r' • f' 
(f - c) · 
· We abbreviate K = y/6. The last inequality holds since Ir' I ~ 1. 
Dividing by r' we obtain an easily integrable equation: 
where 
Integration yields 
r" ~ 
r' 
- (1 + 1< ) r' f' • -+---
r (f - c) 
r' ln ~ ln 
r{ 
( f - C) • r fl +K) 
Cf1 - c) ·rCl+i<:) 
TI ~ 
r' 
-
'[ 
r{rfl+i<: ) (f - c) 
( l+K) (f{-c)•r 
'[ 
A 
K 
r 'r (1 +K) •y2 
1 1 
2 • (f' - C) • 6 . 
1 
This gives us a finite upper bound for (t - t 1) 
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(t - t 1) ~ 2(fl - c) · S ~ 
r i. S2 r1 
• Q-1 
= 
C (-r~)r •yL (r l) •y2 ( -r I) 1 
As R the quantity ,,__- 1 s the condition number goes to zero K = - approaches y 
of V2f(x). Therefore the rate of convergence depends directly on the 
conditioning of the Hessian at the local minimum. 0 
2.3 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
Obviously we are not interested in a precise approximation of 
the function x(t). As long as (f - c) is sufficiently great the stepsize 
can be rather large allowing ~reat differences between the analytic 
solution and the sequence of evaluation points. We consider the whole 
procedure as a method to update the general search direction according 
to the information obtained by the evaluation off and Vf. To keep the 
computational effort low we avoid the evaluation of V2 f and evaluate f 
and Vf only once at each step. Multi-Step Methods would force us to 
keep the stepsize constant. [ Furthermore they compute the next point as 
a linear combination of previous points and derivatives, thus 
smooth ing the resulting trajectory. In our case this would increase 
the averaging tendency of the trajectory even more and is therefore not 
desirable J In case of a linear or simple quadratic function the GMAM-
traj ectories can be determined explicitly and they turn out to be 
segments of circles. The following numerical integration is based on 
the local linearization off and represents a Taylor Series Method with 
first order convergence. 
Curvature and the Third Derivative 
As already pointed out 1n section 2.1 the curvature p(t) 
e qua 1 s 11 x" ( t) 11 
p(t) = /11 Vfii
2 
- (VfTx ' ) 2 = 
(f - c) 
/i1 Vf11 2 -f ' 2 
(f - c) 
VfTx" 
(f - c ) · 
We define the angle a E [O, 'TT ] between - "vf and x' such that 
cos a = 
' 
sin a 
We determine x'" and p ' , which are closely related 
x'' ' 
p ' 
d (r , , T) Vf 
dt - X X (f - c) 
"vf 
= (f - c) 
(I_ x ' x ' T) (V 2fx ' _ VfVfTx'J 
(f-c) (f-c) 2 
= x" • - x" 
DfTx , T n2f , 
V - (1 - X'X' J V X (f - c) (f - c) 
= 2 , (r , , T) v2 f x ' 
-p X - - X X (f _ c) 
dp 
= = d t 
dll x" II 
dt 
T 
x" x"' 
= p 
= "vfT (I - x ' x ' T)V 2 fx ' 
p • (f - c) 2 
Thus we can bound IP ' I 
I ' I < 1:_ • ll"vfT (I - x ' x ' T)II • II 
92
f II = p p (f - c) (f - c) 
II V2 fll 
(f - c) · 
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This shows again that p can change very rapidly if f is close to c, thus 
making the t rajectory very sensit ive in these regions. 
The Cas e f(x) = Vf! (x - x 0 ) + llx - x 0 ll
2 
• y /2, y ~ 0 
This function is l inear if y = 0 and a symmetric quadratic form 
if y > 0. Unfortunately it seems to be impossible to determine the GMAM-
trajectory explicitly for arbitrary quadratic functions. However we 
wil l introduce later a variable-metric concept, which transform any 
quadratic function to the symmetric shape with V2f = y • I . For this 
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particular case we can obtain the solutions of (1) as circles, which 
surprisingly, are independent of the parameter y. We obtain directly 
from the previous page: p ' = 9, x'" = - p2x'. This al lows us to determine 
the higher derivatives 
X 1 = X 1 
x"' = -p 2 x ' 
X 
(2j+l) 
= 
CJ") - dJx(t) X (t) dtJ 
' 
x" = x" 
' 
x"" = -p 2 x" 
x ' 
' 
( 2 j + 2) 
X = 
Since f is obviously analytic the solution of system (1) can be expanded 
as a Taylor Series 
00 tJ 
x(t) ~ X (j) = Xo + ( O) • I j=l J . 
00 2j +l 
Xo + ~ [ (2j+l) t (2j +2) x(O) + X (O) 
x(t) 
= 
= 
j=O (2j+l) ! 
00 (-P2) J 2j +l 
X +X I • ~ t + x" • 0 0 j =O 
sin pt 
p 
(2j+l) ! 0 
+ x" 0 
(1 - cos pt) 
p2 
x" 
= X + _O + 
0 p2 l [x ' p 0 x" sin pt - - 0 cos p 
Consequently we have the tangent 
X 1 (t) = X' 0 
x" 
cos pt + - 0 sin pt . p 
00 
~ 
j =O 
2j +2 J 
(~j+2) ! 
(-p2)J t 2j+2 
(2j +2) ! 
(7) 
(8) 
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As x~ and x~/p are perpendicular and have both unit length, x(t) 
describes a circle with radius 1/P and centre x 0 + x~'/P
2
• It is remark-
able that this solution is independent of y and we have always the 
trajectory, which occurs in the linear case y = 0. However this holds 
only as long as f > c, since we define the trajectories below the c-level 
in a different · way. Therefore we examine the functions r(t),f(t) and 
determine the minimum of the latter with regard to the full circle 
f (t) 
= 
Now we use 
f(t) 
r 2 (t) - II x(t) - x 0 ll 2 
= II x~ sin pt " (1 - cos + X 2 pt) 112 
p = 
p p 
-
sin2 pt 
= + p2 
(1 - cos pt) 2 
p2 
1 
= ( 2 - 2 cos pt) p2 
II Vf 0 11 • sin a 0 
(f O - c) 
4 . 2 /2 
= 2 sin pt p 
2 . 2 /2 •y•sin pt 
p2 
II Vf 0 11 • sin a 0 
C 
sin pt 
= C • + c(l - COS pt) + y•(l - COS pt)/p2 
tan a 0 
= c{[i +cYp2 ] + sin pt_ [i + Y J t} tan ao cp2 cos p . 
c must be negative since f O - c = 0 - c > 0. We use the parameter 
cS = (1 + y/ (cp 2)) ~ 1 and combine the two trigonometric terms in one 
f(t) sin pt - cos pt] 
cS ·tan a. 0 
= c•(cS - sign(cS) /0 2 + tan a. 0 sin(tan- 1 (cS•tan a. 0 ) - pt)) . 
This function attains its minimum for 
- sin(tan- 1 (cS •tan a. 0 ) - pt) = sign(cS) . 
~ 
We obtain the minimal value f off at the circle as defined by (7) 
~ 
f 1s less than c if and only if: 
iff 
iff [c~s a.
0 J 2 + 1 
Sln a. 0 
iff 1 ~ 
iff f* ---
l-2cS+cS 2 = 
2y•c 
-
II Vf II 2 
0 
II Vf 0 11 
2 
~ 2y C . 
2y•c 
2y 
c•p2 
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We can check easily that f* is the global m1n1mum off and the last 
inequality shows that x(t) attains the c-level unless f- 1 (c) is empty. 
I£ y = 0, f is linear and is not bounded below at all. In this case x(t) 
attains the c-level for all c < 0. 
Numerical Integration 
For any analytic function f the trajectorie~ can be expanded 
as a Taylor Series. We consider again x"' 
XII' 
= 
II Vf 11 2 
(f - c) 2 x' + 
f'2 
---- x' -(f - c) 2 
v7 2 fx' 
(f - c) + 
T 2 
X 1 •X I y7 fX 1 
(f - c) 
Basically higher derivatives x(j) have the same structure but they 
. 2 j-1 become very cumbersome and depend on the tensors v7 f, ... ,V f. The 
denominators range from (f- c)- 1 to (f- c)-(j-l). The latter occurs 
only in one term, which is either: 
. 1 
PJ- x ' if J is odd . . 1 (f- c)J-
or 
. 2 
PJ - x" if J is even (f-c)j-l 
. 
We can expect that these terms prevail in the neighbourhood of f- 1 (c) 
, 
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and base the integration on that assumption. Summing up all the terms 
yields exactly the solution which occurs if: 
and for i ~ 3 
This case was solved explicitly and we use its solution as an 
approximation for the general case 
xCt) 
XI (t) 
sin P 0t (1 - cos P 0t) 
= x + x ' · ---- + x" 0 0 p p2 
0 0 
= X I COS p t + X 11 0 0 
sin p 0 t 
Po 
The error occurs in the third and fourth term of the full Taylor 
Expansion 
00 tJ 3 tJ 
0 ( ( f O t_ If C) If J x(t) = L X (j) = L X (j) -+ ·Cfo-c)2 (0) . I (O) . I j=O J . j=O J . 
. 
We write the residual in this way because (f 0 - c) can be arbitrarily 
(9) 
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small and we have to allow for this by an appropriate choice oft. We 
t 
obtain the errors of x and x' where h denotes (f O - c) 
x(t) - x(t) = -(I - x'x'T]v7 2 f(x 0 ) ·x' • __ t_
3 
__ + o[ t 4 J · (f 0 - c) 2 3 ! ( f 0 - c) ( f ) 4 0 - C 
= 0 [ t 
3 
J • ( f - C) 2 = 0 (h 3 ) • ( f - C) 2 (f o - c) 3 o o 
XI (t) - X' (t) = -(I - x'x'T)v7 2 f(x 0 ) •x' • t
2 
+ o[ t 3 3 ] • (f 0 - c) 2!(f0 -c) (f 0 -c) 
= 0 [ t 
2 
2 J • ( f - C) = 0 (h 2 ) • ( f O - C) (f O - c) 
Thus we have in general truncation errors of order 3 for x and 2 for x'. 
If v7 2 f equals some multiple of I the errors are of order 4 and 3. 
Therefore the formulae (9) define a method with convergence of order 1. 
We can expect it to be particularly accurate if v7 2 f has reasonably 
balanced positive eigenvalues. We choose this integration method for 
the following reasons: 
I The solution is exact if f 1s linear or a symmetric quadratic 
form. 
The error might be large for f >> c but the integration becomes 
more accurate as f approaches c. 
The stepsize can be changed at each step without any additional 
computations. 
Any one-step method of higher order would require the evaluation 
An iteration based on (9) automatically maintains II x' II = 1. 
The calculation of each step is simple and straightforward, anr 
division by (f - c) can be avoided. 
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The Choice of Stepsize 
According to the general philosophy of the method we choose 
large steps t for f >> c but small ones for f ~ c. This is necessary to 
balance the (f - c) in the denominators of the truncated terms. Instead 
of t we use the modified stepsize h = t/ (f - c) and impose three 
conditions on it. At first we bound the angle p0 •t between two 
subsequent tangents x' ,x*' by a limit q <<; 
Po •t = IIVfll·sin a•h ~ q , h ~ q 
11 Vf 11 • sin a 
This ensures that a single function and gradient evaluation can only 
change the direction by an angle not greater than q. Furthermore we 
want to make sure that the difference between f((l - s) •x + sx*) and the 
linear interpolation (1 - s) f (x) + sf (x*) does not exceed a .certain 
/ 
fraction p of (f0 -c). It can easily be calculated that this difference 
2 
is bounded by\-- IIV 2 fll. 
2 
\-- IIV 2 fll ~ p• (f 0 - c) , /
8 (f - c) •p 
t ~ __ o~--
'--:: II v2 f II 
Since (f 0 -c)IIV 2 fll will not be known explicitly we estimate it by a 
parameter IHI. The previous stepsizes t, hand the difference vector y 
between the two previous gradients satisfy .the inequalities 
llyll ~ IIV 2 fll llyll ~ II V2 f II·(£ - c) 
' 
. 
2 sin! 2 sin -r 
~ ~ 
t ·--- h • q q 
Assuming that f has not changed significantly we use the condition 
II yll • o 
~ a h 2 sin 2 
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Even if this is satisfied at each step it is most likely that [111 will 
be too small. To compensate for this we sharpen the condition on h by a 
factor }z : h ..; 2 !;fr. The last condition refers to the final approach 
towards the c-level . At that stage we have x' ·~ - Vf/11 Vf II and we want 
to have a full Newton Step of length t = 
(f 0 -c) 1 
II Vf 0 II ' h = II Vf 0 II" 
We can 
satisfy all these requirements by the formula 
The last requirement is met since sin a ~ 0 and IHI ~ (f O - c) ·II v7 2 f 11 ~ 0 
in the vicinity of the c-level. 
Finally we have to convert (9) into a recursion formula. Let 
us consider t to be the step length between (x,x') and (x+,x+') 
x+ = x + x' [sin
2
pt + VfTx' (1 - cos pt)]_ Vf (1 - cos pt) 
p (f-c)•p2 (f-c)·P 2 
x+' = x'[cos pt+VfTx' sinptJ-vf sin pt (f-c)•p (f-c)•p · 
Since p • (f - c) = II Vf II sin a can be arbitrarily smal 1 we have to expand 
the terms (sin pt) / p and (1 - cos pt) /p 2 as Taylor Series. We use four 
intermediate quantities which are bounded to an appropriate magnitude if 
h satisfies the three conditions mentioned above. 
' 
lul ~ 1 
-
- (II Vfll 2 - (Vf TX 1 ) 2 ) hz V -
-
= u2 - II Vf 11 2 •h 2 lvl = - V ~ q2 
' 
00 VJ [1 q2 1] - sin pt ~ a E a -- = 6' p•t (2j + 1) ! ' j=O 
(1 - cos 00 VJ (; q2 ;J b - pt) ~ b E - = - p2t2 (2j + 2) ! ' 24' . j =O 
II 
II 
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Now we have the recursion 
x+ = x+h·(f-c)[x'(a+u•b) -Vf•h•b] 
(10) 
x+' = x'(l+ua+vb) -Vf•h•a. 
The calculation of u and v involves basically two inner products and can 
be considered to be very accurate compared to the truncation error of 
the method . We can check easily that 
da 1 
= dv 6 
v=O 
and db 1 = d 24 ' v v=O 
while the errors of a and b propagate linearly with factors between 0 
and 2. Hence there is some point in calculating as many significant 
digit 's of a and b as possible. If 1 = 17/20 this requires three terms of 
' 
the Taylor Series for single precision (8 digits) and five terms for 
double precision (16 digits). Thus the use of the Taylor Series is 
justified, since the argument is bounded close to zero. The 
computational effort at each step is low and the calculation can always 
be carried out without any complications. 
2 .4 VARIABLE METRIC MODIFICATION 
It is well known that the scaling-dependence of the steepest 
descent trajectory limits its performance on local minimization problems 
severely. We can see immediately that the GMAM-trajectories share this 
drawback and practical experience indicates the importance of an 
appropriate scaling. The most efficient local minimization techniques 
T 
use a positive definite matrix H = AA to define the downhil 1 steps by 
x' = -HVf. This can be considered as a steepest descent step with 
respect to transformed variables: 
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- 1 y = y O + A (x - x 0 ) , f (x) = f (x 0 + A (y - y O)) 
A- 1 x' y' df AT•Vf = = - = -dy 
implies x' = - AAT •Vf = - H•Vf 
In the above x0 and y 0 are corresponding current points and as 
df before Vf denotes dx' In a similar manner we can obtain the transformed 
differential equation for x" when y" solves (1). 
y" (I - yy IT) df . (f-c)- 1 = -
- · dy ' lly~II = 1 
A- 1 x" (I -A- 1 x'x'TA-T) ATV£ = - (f - c) ' 
x" (H - XIX IT) Vf = - (f - c) ' 
T -1 
x' H x' = 1 . 0 0 
Like the original equation this system can be derived by variational 
principles which is done in the appendix. Looking at the extended 
system: 
max(O, (f- c))x" + (H - x'x'T) Vf = 0 , T -1 x' H x = 1 . 0 0 
( 11) 
(12) 
We can see that (11) defines the global part which corresponds to the 
local trajectory given by: 
x' 
HVf 
Hence we can achieve a continuous transition from a modified global part 
to any local variable metric method we prefer. This depends of course 
on the design of a suitable update procedure for Hor its inverse. This 
problem will be considered in Chapter 3. As in the local case we 
consider H to be some sort of approximation to (V 2f)- 1 as long as the 
latter is positive definite. The subs titution H = (9 2f)- 1 yields the 
equation 
max(O, f - c) · x" + 0 . 
This system is invariant with respect to linear transformation and 
reduces to the Branin Trajectory for f ~ c: 
x' = + 
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We do not attempt to integrate this system because we expect the 
Jacobian to have some negative eigenvalues most of the time, and want to 
avoid the evaluation and inversion of .92f anyway. Finally we have to 
modify the equations of section 2.4 in order to describe the numerical 
solution of the generalized system (11). Since y(t) satisfies the 
differential equation (1) this can be done by a simple mapping of all 
quantities related to y(t) into those related to X (t) 
x(t) = x0 +A(y(t) -y0 ) 
[y" 1 [ y" pt)) X (t) = x 0 + A p~ + p y ~ sin pt - 0 cos p 
x" 1 [ x" pt) X (t) = Xu + _o + - x~ sin pt - po cos p2 p 
X' (t) = A y I (t) 
x" 
x ' ( t) = x ~ cos p O t + - 0 sin pt . 
Po 
Although these formulae are formally identical with (7) and (8) they 
describe elipses instead of circles, since in general II x" II f. p 
(13) 
(14) 
-
I 
I 
• 
i 
1, 
I 
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p = 
= 
This function p(t) describes the curvature of y(t) and is not 
necessarily identical with the curvature of the trajectory x(t). As for 
the numerical integration, only the calculation of the quantity v has to 
be changed and all other formulae are still valid 
For H = I the control of the length of x' is no problem. For H-, I 
appropriate corrections are more complicated since they involve the 
solution of a linear system in H, which is never required otherwise. 
Analytically, the property x'TH- 1x' = 1 is maintained by the system (11) 
as well ·as by the formulae (13) and (14), as long as His constant. 
However we can see from: 
T -1 dx' H x' 
dt 
that this situation is only numerically stable on downhill runs, where 
-VfT x' > 0. This means that we have to normalise x' occasionally on 
uphill runs, in particular after updates of H. On the other hand, we 
can expect that the effects of slight modifications of Hon the length 
. T h: (x' H- 1x') 2 are levelled out automatically in downhill phases. 
2 . 5 SUMMARY 
By means of variational principles we obtain the defining 
differential equation (1). Although the variational problem of 
I 
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minimizing the integral of 1/ (f - c) along a trajectory has no appar ent 
connection to the minimization off in Rn, system (1) exhibits some 
desirable properties. In fact it can be justified directly since its 
solutions satisfy the requirements for a globally minimizing trajectory 
as listed in section 2.1. The whole concept turns out to be a 
generalization of the steepest descent method, which is incorporated as 
the "local part" for the final downhill minimization. Linear 
transformations of the spatial variables lead to generalized Variable 
Metric Schemes. The trajectories are mathematically well defined and 
exhibit a stable downhill behaviour. 
In valleys undesirable oscillations may occur. However 
numerical experience indicates that each trajectory, independent of its 
initial direction, eventually follows the general descent of the valley. 
The selection between "desirable" and "undesirable" local minima is 
generally successful if the difference It - c I between the local minimum 
f and the desired value c is large enough. If the trajectory has 
"' already entered the neighbourhood off, where f is convex, the condition 
f ~ c guarantees convergence. Thus we can conclude that GMAM-
trajectories find all desirable local minima which could be obtained by 
downhill techniques. However the final approach will probably be less 
efficient . 
We can expect that the global part successfully locates the 
region below the c-level, if c is chosen appropriately and f is on 
average unimodal. Limited practical experience confirmed the 
theoretical analysis and yielded encouraging results. However 
insufficient numerical experimentation has been done to date to make 
valid comparisons between this and other techniques s11ch as Multi-Start 
and Branin ' s Method. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERALIZED VARIABLE METRIC CONCEPT 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Quasi-Newton Methods 
We consider a twice differentiable objective function with the 
gradient Vf and the Hessian V2 f. It is well known that the Newton 
Method as defined by the recursion 
(15) 
converges quadratically to a stationary point x* if the initial point x 0 
* is close enough to x . Therefore this kind of recursion is optimal for 
the final approach to a local minimum. However Newton's Method 
converges with the same efficiency to any stationary point and f(x. 1) J+ 
may be larger than f(xj) if V2 f(xk) has negative eigenvalues. In 
contrast for any positive definite matrix Bk there is a sufficiently 
small Ak ER such that the recursion 
yields 
(16) 
If the condition numbers of the Bk are uniformly bounded and 
the Ak are chosen appropriately any sample sequence defined by (16) 
converges to a stationary point off [8] Theorem 6.3. Although 
. 
I 
I 
I 
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convergence to a saddlepoint cannot be excluded it is in practice 
unlikely to occur. Naturally one would like to combine the reliability 
of a minimization procedure defined by (16) with the fast final 
convergence of Newton's Method. There are two basic strategies for 
doing this. 
Modification of the Ilessian 
If V2 f is readily available but not necessarily positive 
definite one can obtain Bk as a modification of V2 f(xk). This can be 
done for instance by adding a positive definite matrix to V2 f [Levenberg, 
Marquardt] or by taking Bk as the positive symmetric square root of 
(V 2 f(xk)) 2 [Greenstadt]. The latter method requires the eigenvalue 
decomposition of V2 f at each step. For a concise review of these 
methods see [13] sections 5.7 and 5.8. 
Variable Metric -Methods 
If the evaluation and inversion of V2 f is impossible or 
uneconomical one has to adopt a different strategy. At the first step 
B0 is chosen to be either the unit matrix or an approximation to V
2 f(x 0 ). 
At all subsequent points Bkis modified so that Bk+l satisfies the so-
called Quasi-Newton equation 
B (x - x ) k+l k+l k 
[ According to the mean value theorem this equation is satisfied by 
V2 f(xk (1 - s) + s xk+l) for a suitable s E [O, 1J]. For the correction 
matrix 6Bk = Bk+l - Bk we have the equation 
6Bk sk = y k ' 
(17) 
(18) 
...... 
I 
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where sk = xk+l - xk and yk = Vf(xk+l) - Vf (xk). Since 6Bk has n 2 entries 
and the Quasi-Newton Equation imposes only n conditions the class of 6Bk 
satisfying (18) is quite large. One can impose several additional 
restrictions to obtain particular solutions. The most common are: 
6Bk should be of low rank to keep the computational effort low 
6Bk should be trivial in the directions orthogonal to sk (Broyden 
( 14]) 
6Bk should be minimal with respect to certain matrix norms 
(Greenstadt (15]) 
6Bk should be symmetric 
6Bk should maintain positive definiteness (i.e. Bk pos. def. 
implies Bk+l pos. def.). 
The last requirement is especially important for local 
optimization . A necessary condition for the positive definiteness of 
Bk+l follows directly from the Quasi-Newton Equation (17) 
(19) 
For the family of updates called "Broyden's class" (16], this 
condition is in fact sufficient to ensure the positive definiteness of 
Bk+l if Bk is positive definite. The inequality (19) is only a mild 
restriction on the "linear search", i.e. the selection of Akin (16). 
Instead of updating Bk and inverting it at each step one 
usually either updates a factorization of Bk or uses matrices Hk as a 
corresponding approximation to (V 2 f(xk))- 1 • The Quasi-Newton Equation 
for Hk and the related low rank updates can be obtained by interchanging 
sk and yk in all formulae. In any case the update of Hk or the factors 
Bk requires only O(n 2 ) operations at each step. Therefore the Variable 
Metric Methods are quite economical compared to those techniques which 
..... 
I 
I 
I 
evaluate and modify V2 f. However convergence of the approximations Bk 
to V2 f can only be guaranteed if f is a quadratic function. For a 
detailed review of the Quasi-Newton Methods see [8]. 
Variable Metric and Global Optimization 
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We consider again the problem of global minimization by means 
of GMAM-trajectories. As we saw the GMAM-method is a generalization of 
steepest descent and since it shares the drawback of scaling dependence 
we would like to find a suitable Variable Metric Modification. We can-
not simply adopt the standard -update formulae because the global 
trajectories are completely defined by (1) and therefore the restriction 
(19) cannot be satisfied at each step. Furthermore we are not really 
interested in an accurate local approximation to V2 f or (V 2f)- 1 • For on 
average unimodal function f = f + f, as specified in 2 .1, the global part 
behaves very much like the steepest descent trajectories off. In order 
to generalize the Variable Metric Concept we have to look for 
approximations to (V 2 f) or (V 2 f)- 1 rather than the Hessian off or its 
inverse. Since f and its derivatives are not precisely defined the 
choice of a suitable matrix B ~ V2 f or H ~ (V 2 £)- 1 is to a certain 
extent arbitrary. However we will see that the matrices we obtain 
reduce to well known solutions under special circumstances. 
As in the local case we make the assumption that f is 
"basically" quadratic, not just locally at a certain point x0 but in a 
region R3 x0 • Therefore Vf must be "basically" linear such that for all 
xER 
where B 1s an approximation to V2 f in R. To measure the suitability of 
a prospective B we consider a distribution p(x) on Rn whicl1 is t rivia l 
outside R. We now obtain the weighted least square residual 
The minimization of this integral as a function of Bis a linear 
parameter estimation problem where B(x - x 0 ) is the "model" for the 
"data" Vf (x) - Vf (x 0 ) • In a sirni 1 ar way we can "model" (x - x 0 ) by 
H (Vf (x) - Vf (x 0 )) and finally compare B (x - x 0 ) and H (Vf (x) - Vf (x 0 )) • 
Imposing certain conditions such as symmetry and positive definiteness 
on the matrices we get several solutions for Band H, which all 
characterize the relation between Vf(x) and x in the region R. These 
solutions are defined in terms of Covariance Matrices and their 
computation requires more computer-time and storage than the standard 
Variable Metric Techniques. 
3.2 DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF F(B,H) 
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Let again f EC (Rn) be a once differentiable objective function, 
g (x) = Vf (x) its gradient and p (x) an arbitrary distribution on Rn with 
finite first and second order moments of x and g(x). We use the 
following notation: 
Definition 
(i) - = Ex = f x dp(x) - - Eg(x) f Rn g (x) dp(x) X g - = 
' 
-
Rn 
xx - Cov(X,X) - - - T fRn - - T dp (x) - - E (x - x) (x - x) = (x - x) (x - x) - -
GX - Cov (G, X) - - - T fRn - - T - - E (g - g) (x - x) = (g - g) (x - x) dp (x) - -
.... 
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GG - Cov(G,G) - - T - E(g-g) (g - g) = J ( g - g) ( g - g) T dp (x) 
Rn 
XG - Cov(X,G) = (GX)T 
(ii) L(Rn) - space of n x n matrices over R 
S (Rn) - n (n + 1) /2-dimensional subspace of symmetric matrices 
PD(Rn) = cone of positive definite matrices 
(iii) \B for B E S (Rn) = any matrix with \B + (\B) T = B 
k n ~ k T B2 for BE PD(R) - any matrix with B2 (B 2) = B 
1B for BE PD(Rn) - the synunetric square root, i.e. /BIB = B 
6(A,B,C,"D) = AB+ BAT - CDT - OCT 
6(A,B,C) - 6(A,B,C,I) the Liapunov equation 
(v) For any once differentiable function h(B) E C(L(Rn)) 
(vi) F(B,H): (L(Jf)) 2 -+ R 
k 
F (B, HJ =' (f Rn II B (x - ii.) - H (g - gJ II 2 dp (x) r . 
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The function F(B,H) is well defined as the integrand is continuous and 
therefore measurable for any distribution p(x). We establish the basic 
properties of F(B,H) and determine several derivatives. 
Lemma 3.2. "Properties and Derivatives of F(B,H)" 
(i) F(B,H) is positive semidefinite, convex and homogeneous of 
degree 1, 1 . e.: 
F(B,H) ~ 0 for all 
F (B 0 (1 - s) + B1 • s, H0 (1 - s) + H1 • s) 
~ (1 - s) • F(B 0 ,H 0 ) + s • F(B 1 ,H1) 
• 
and s E [0,1] 
F(sB,sH) = Isl• F(B,H) for s ER. 
(ii) Unless it is zero F(B,H) is differentiable with respect to 
h: h: 
B,H,B 0 = \B, I-1 0 = \I-I, B1 = B2, H1 = H 2 • The derivatives are 
dF(B,H) B•XX -H•GX dF(B,H) H •GG - B •XG 
= = dB F(B,H) ' dH F (B ,H) 
T 6(XX,B,XG,H) T 6(GG,H,GX,B) dF(Bo+Bo ,H) 
= 
dF (B,H 0 + Ho ) 
= dB 0 F(B,H) ' dHo F(B,H) 
T 6(XX,B,XG,H) T dF(B1B1 ,H) 
= 
• B 1 
= 
dF(B 0 +B 0 ,H) 
•B dB 1 F(B,H) dB 0 1 
T 6(GG,H,GX,B) T dF(B,II1H1) 
= 
• H 1 
= 
dF(B,Ho + Ho ) 
•H dl-11 F(B,H) dFH 0 1 . 
(iii) F(AT,A- 1 ) is differentiable with respect to A E L(Rn) if 
F(AT,A- 1 ) i O i Det(A) 
= 
B- 1 ( B •XX• B - GG) • ( A - 1 ) T = (XX - H • GG • H) • H- 1 (A- 1 ) T 
F (AT ,A~ 1 ) F(AT,A- 1 ) 
Proof. (i) The only nontrivial assertion is the convexity. We 
consider the space of continuous vector valued functions 
C ( Rn , Rn) =_ { z ·. Rn ----'-- Rn } . 0 h · h · 1 ~ n tis space t e integra 
(y(x) ,z(x)) - J y (x) T z (x) dp (x) 
Rn 
n n for z,y E C(R ,R) 
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' 
defines an inner product. k It generates the norm lly(x)II = ( y(x) ,y(x)) 2, 
n 
which is naturally strictly convex. We consider the mapping: 
h(B,H) = B(x - x) - H(g - g) . 
Obviously his linear and since 
F(B,H) = llh(B,H)II 
n 
the function F(B,H) itself must be convex. 
(ii) and (iii) For 
B = (b. k) . 1 E L(Rn) J J = •n 
k=l•n 
B- 1 - 1 E L(Rn) = (b. k) . 1 J J = •n 
k=l•n 
and 
a,c E Rn 
we obtain the basic rules for differentiation with respect to matrices: 
........ 
such that 
T d(a Be) 
dB 
T d(a Be) = 
db aJ. ck jk 
T T 
= ac = ca 
In a similar way we can differentiate aTB- 1c. As proved in [13] page 
295 we have firstly: 
Hence we can compute: 
daTB- 1 c d ~ b-1 = aj jk ck dbiZ dbiZ j,k 
- 1 
= ~ a. 
dbjk 
ck j,k J dbiZ 
= 
= 
Thus we have the matrix equations 
daT ( B- l ) Tc = T T T 
- (B- 1 ) c•a (B- 1 ) • dB 
More complicated expressions can be differentiated according to the 
product and chain rule 
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-!I 
I 
dF(B,ll) = 1 d J IIB(x-x) -H(g-g)ll 2 dp(x) 
dB 2F (B, H) dB Rn 
1 J d ( -TT - -TT -
= 2 F ( B , H) Rn <l B C x - x) B B ( x - x) - 2 ( x - x) B H ( g - g) 
+ (g - g) THTH(g - g)) dp(x) 
= 
1 }Rn [2·B(x - x) (x - x) T - 21-l(g - g) (x - x) T) dp(x) 2F(B,H) 
= l (B J (x - x) (x - x) T dp (x) 
F(B,H) Rn 
B•XX - H•GX 
= F (B, H) 
This is a well known expression and gives us solution of the linear 
expression problem if we set H =I. Obviously the corresponding 
derivative with respect to H has exactly the same structure and we can 
restrict the proof to the derivatives with respect to B, B0 and B1 
dF (B O + BOT, H) = 
dBO 
1 J d ( -T T T -2F(B,H) Rn dB
0 
(x-x) (Bo +Bo)CBo+Bo )(x-x) 
- T T - ) 
- 2(x-x) (B 0 +B 0 )H(g- g) dp(x) 
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= 2 F ( ~ , H) dt f Rn [ ( x - X / B O B / ( x - X) + 2 ( x - X) BO B O ( x - X) 
- T T - - T -
+ (x-x) B0 B0 (x-x) -2(x-x) B0 H(g-g) 
- T T - J 
- 2(x-x) B0 H(g-g) dp(x) 
= 2 .F/B,H) IRn [2(x-X)(x-X)TB 0 +2(x-x/s/ 
T - - T - - T 
+ 2B 0 (x - x) (x - x) + 28 0 (x - x) (x - x) 
- - T T - - T) 
- 2 (x - x) (g - g) H - 2H (g - g) (x - x) dp (x) 
-
11 
1 J ( - -T T T -
= F ( B , H) Rn ( x - x) ( x - x) (B O + BO ) + (B O + BO ) ( x - x) 
- T - - T T - - TJ (x - x) - (x ~ x) (g - g) H - H (g - g) (x - x) dp (x) 
= l (xx•B + B•XX - XG•HT - H•Gx) F(B,H) 
= 6(XX,B,XG,H) 
F(B,H) 
dF(B1B1T,H) = 
dB 1 
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1 J [ - -T T T - -T 
= F(B,H) Rn (x-x)(x-x) B1B1 B1 +B 1B1 (x-x)(x-x) B1 
- -TT - -T J 
- (x - x) (g - g) H B1 - H (g - g) (x - x) B1 dp (x) 
= l [B•XX + XX•B - XG•HT - H•GX] • B F(B,H) 1 
= 6(XX,B,XG,H) •B1 
F(B,H) 
1 df ( -T T -
----- - (x - x) AA (x - x) 
2•F(AT,A-1) dA Rn 
= 1 J [ - - T T (x - x) (x - x) A 
F (A ,A- 1 ) Rn 
- (A- 1/A- 1 (g - gJ (g - ii) \A- 1/] dp(x) 
= [ XX - ( AA T) - 1 • G G ( AA T) - 1 ] A 
F(AT,A- 1) 
= (AAT)- 1 [AAT•XX•AAT -GG](A- 1)T 
F(AT,A- 1) 
-
In every computation we have interchanged differentiation and 
integration. This is yet to be justified. Obviously the integr and 
II B (x - x) - H (g (x) - g) 11 2 
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is differentiable with respect to all entries of B, B0 , B1 , H, H0 , H1 
and A, as A is nonsingular by assumption. Now we have to show that the 
modulus of all these partial derivatives is bounded by a function, which 
is integrable with respect to p(x) [17]. Since for any matrix M the 
norm II MIi is larger than the maximum modulus of its entries it is 
sufficient to bound the norm of, for instance: 
d . T - - 2 dB II (B 0 + B0 ) (x - x) - H (g (x) - g) II 
0 
to justify the differentiation with respect to the entries of B0 • We 
differentiate the integrand 
1 d T - - 2 
2 dB II (B 0 + B0 ) (x - x) - H (g (x) - g) II 0 
( - - T - - T - - T T - - T) = (x - x) (x - x) B + B (x - x) (x - x) - (x - x) (g - g) H - H (g - g) (x - x) 
We now bound the norm of this matrix 
II~ d~ II (B 0 + B0 T) (x - x) - H (g - g) II 2 jj 
0 
< 2 (11 Bil II ( x - X) ( x - X) T II + II Hll 11 ( x - X) ( g - g) Tl I ) 
= 2 (11 BIi • II x - xii 2 + 11 HII • II x - x1111 g - gll) 
Finally we integrate this expression 
-
2 J (II BIi ii X - xii 2 + II HII • II X - xii II g - gll) dp (x) 
Rn 
= 211 BIi J II X - xii 2 dp (x) + 211 HII J II g - gll 11 X - xii dp (x) Rn Rn 
k k 
= 211 BIi •TR(XX) + 2IIHII (TR(XX)) 2 (TR(GG)) 2 , 
where TR(M) denotes the trace of a matrix M. The integral is bounded 
because of the asswnption that x and g(x) possess second moments with 
respect to p(x). The same kind of inequality can be derived for the 
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other derivatives. o 
Before we discuss the properties of those matrices which 
minimize F(B,H) in a certain sense we examine numerical methods to solve 
the Liapunov equation 6(A,B,C) = 0 and the quadratic equation B•A•B = C. 
3.3 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF LIAPUNOV EQUATION 
Firstly we consider the "Liapunov" Equation 
T T B•A +A•B = C+C 
' 
(19) 
where A and Bare given square matrices and Bis to be determined. As 
we can easily see, for any solution B0 the matrix B0 + B0 T solves (19) as 
well and so we may take B to be symmetric. Equation (19) occurs 
frequently in Control Theory in connection with the construction of 
Liapunov Functions for Differential Equations. (19) can be written as a 
linear system of n 2 equations in n2 variables by means of Kronecker 
Products. Dealing with this large system is in general quite cumbersome, 
but one can obtain the result that its eigenvalues A .. are the sums of 
lJ 
the eigenvalues p. of A, i.e. A .. = p. + p., i,j = 1 ... n. For a proof of 
J lJ l J 
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this relation see [18] Theorem 2.3.15. Thus system (19) is nonsingular 
and therefore uniquely solvable, if A has no pair p, -p of eigenvalues. 
There has been a considerable - amount of research directed at solving the 
Liapunov Equation. Some of the methods are reviewed in [18]. Those 
which solve (19) in the usual way as a linear system require a 
computation with O(n 6 ) operations. For other methods A has to be 
reduced to a Schwarz or diagonal form. These methods have the 
disadvantage that we cannot improve a given estimate with less 
computational effort than the exact solution would require. Therefore 
we consider the "Infinite Series" solution originally proposed by 
Barnett and Storey and later improved by Smith [19]. In control theory 
one usually considers the case where A is a "stability matrix" (i.e. the 
case when all eigenvalues of A have a negative real part). Although in 
our case (-A) is often a stability matrix so that the corresponding 
results can be modified accordingly, we want to allow A to have eigen-
values with positive or negative real part in certain circumstances. 
Using a parameter p we obtain a formal solution of the Liapunov Equation 
(I+ pA) B(I + pAT) - (I - pA) B(I - pAT) = 2p(C + CT) 
We abbreviate 
V - ( I + pA) - 1 ( I - pA) 
llence we have 
T T B - VBV = W + W . 
This equation has the formal solution 
B = 
00 
~ 
j =0 
(20) 
......... 
I 
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If the expansion (20) converges the resulting Bis clearly a solution of 
the Liapunov Equation. As a slight generalization of Smith's result in 
[19] we prove convergence if . (-A) is a stability matrix in the subspace 
of Rn where C is nontrivial. 
Let U1 C Rn be an invariant subspace with respect to A 
containing Range C and U2 an invariant subspace containing Range CT, i.e. 
Range(C) C U1 , 
T Range(C ) C U2 , 
Furthermore let D = (d 1 ,d2 , ••• ,dj) and E = (e 1 ,e 2 , ••• ,ek) be orthonormal 
bases of U1 and U2 • 
Lemma 3.3. Infinite Series Solution of Liapunov Equation 
If A1 = DADT and A2 = EAET have only eigenvalues with non-
negative real part and either (-A1 ) or (-A2 ) is a stability matrix, 
expansion ( 20) converges for a p > 0 to a solution of ( 19) : 
co 
B = L Vj (W +WT) (VT) j . 
j =O 
Furthermore if (-A 1 ) and (-A2 ) are stability matrices the norm of B 
satisfies 
where Q1 and Q2 are the matrices satisfying: 
Them-th truncation error can be bounded as follows: 
(21) 
(22) 
r, 
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CX) 
II ~ Vj(\1/+WT)VT)jll 
j =m+l 
Proof. Obviously it lS sufficient to show the convergence of 
CX) 
~ vJ W(VT)j . 
j =O 
For p < II All - 1 , (I + pA) lS invertible and can be expanded into a Neumann 
Series 
-1 
CX) 
(I + pA) = ~ C -pA) J (24) . 
j=O 
Since A (U.) C U. for i = 1, 2, we have: 
l - l 
where 
( I - pA) CU.) C .U. 
l l 
CI + pA) CU.) = U. 
l l 
CI+ pA)- 1 (U.) = u. 
l l 
V(U.) C U .. 
l l 
Range W C Range [ CI + pA) - 1C] c U1 
Range WT C Range [ ( I + pA) - 1 CT] C U 2 
The matrices DDT and EET describe the projections onto U1 and U2 such 
that: 
T AE = EE AE 
We now consider the general term VjW(VT)j and bound its norm 
DTVD = D T ( I + pA) - 1 ( I - pA) D 
-
= D T ( I + pA) - 1 D ( D TD - p D TAD) 
= DT (I+ pA)- 1D(Ik - pA1) 
00 T . 
= ~ ( -pD AD) J ( Ik - pA 1 ) because of (24) j =O 
(Ik + pA1)-1 (Ik - pA1) - v1 = -- . 
In the same way we can deduce 
Thus we have the norm inequality 
We compute the eigenvalues A- of V, which are closely related to the 
J 
eigenvalues p. of A 
J 
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0 = Det(>..I-V) = Det(>..•I-(I+pA- 1 )(1-pA)) 
= Det ( I + pA) - 1 Det ( ;\ ( I + pA) - ( I - pA)) 
iff 0 = Det ( -I ( 1 - ;\) + ( 1 +_ ;\) pA) 
iff O = De t [ I ( 1 - >..) - Al . (1 + >..) p 
Thus we have the relationship 
which leads to 
We can check easily that 
Hence we have 
I A· I < 1 
J 
I>... I ~ 1 
J 
II VII < 1 iff 
IIVII ~ 1 iff 
(1 - >...) 
J 
(1 + >...)p 
J 
= p. ' 
J 
1 - PP. 
J i = I\. • 
J 1 +PP· . J 
iff Re (pp.) > 0 
J 
iff Re(pp.) ~ 0 . 
J 
Re (pp.) > 0 
J 
Re(pp.) ~ 0 
J 
for all J 
for all J • 
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The conditions on the right can be satisfied for an appropriate p EC if 
all p. are contained in a semiplane of C. For practical reasons we 
J 
restrict p to be real and obtain the conditions 
or 
sign(p) • Re(p.) > 0 
J 
sign(p) • Re(pj) ~ 0 
for all J 
for al 1 J . 
The relation between A1 , A2 and V1 , V2 is exactly the ·same as that 
between A and V. We can assume that (-A 1 ) is a stability matrix and 
-
I 
' 
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conclude: 
for a fixed p E (O,IIAll- 1 ) • 
Hence we have 
and therefore (20) converges to a solution B. n For any u ER we have 
00 
T ~ VjW(VT)ju u 
j=O 
00 
= 2p ~ u T DV 1 j D ( I + pA) - -l C ( I + pA T) - 1 E (V;) j ET u j =O 
00 
T j -1 T T -1 T j T 
= 2p ~ u DV 1 (Iz + pA1 ) D CE(Ik + pA2 ) (V2 ) E u j =O 
The last conclusion follows by Schwarz' inequality. We can see that the 
large brackets at the right side are identical with 
and 
since Q1 and Q2 as solutions of the Liapunov equations (22) can be 
expressed in form (20). Thus we have 
.. 
L 
00 
T 2uT I; VjW(VT)ju u Bu = 
j =O 
~ II D.TCEII ( T T T T )" u DQ 1 D u•u EQ 2 E u 2 
~ II ell II D Tull II E Tull II Q1 II ~II Q2 II~ 
~ k k II ell II ull 2 11 Q1 11 ~I Q2 11 2 • 
Obviously this implies: 
The last assertion follows directly 
00 
Y - I: Vj (W + WT) (VT)j 
j =m+ 1 
solves the linear system 
We obtain the corresponding Liapunov Equation 
T T m T T m T ( I + pA) Y ( I + pA ) - ( I - pA) Y ( I - pA ) = ( I - pA) V (W + W ) (V ) ( I - pA ) 
Thus we get from (21) 
The last assumption is obvious since the symmetry of A implies that A1 
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and A2 are symmetric so that A~ 1 and A; 1 solve the equations (22). o 
Although the previous Lemma proves analytical convergence of 
-
....... 
I 
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(20) even if A has eigenvalues with negative real part we can only apply 
it numerically if 
Re(p.) ~ 0 
J 
for al 1 J . 
This restriction is necessary because numerical errors are likely to 
. T . 
build up components of vJW(V )J which are no longer contained in the 
subspaces U1 and U2 • If A has eigenvalues with negative real part, then 
II VII is larger than 1 and these errors can be amplified at each iteration. 
3.4 SOLUTION OF QUADRATIC EQUATION BY NEWTON'S METI-IOD 
We consider the quadratic matrix equation: 
B•A •B = C . (24) 
The given matrices A and Care positive definite and B has to be a 
symmetric solution. 
explicitly 
T Using any decomposition A= A1 A1 we can obtain B 
= 
leads to 
To find the symmetric B solving (24) we have to compute the symmetric 
T 
root of the positive definite matrix A1 CA 1 • Since we can use the 
Choleski Factorization to determine A1 , the computation of that 
symmetric root is the main problem. It could be done by a full eigen-
value decomposition of A1 TCA 1 but would require a sequence of 
computations with O(n 3 ) operations. As for the Liapunov Equation we 
assume that we have already a good estimate of B, which has to be 
improved. We show in the next Lemma that this can be achieved by 
Newton's Method, which involves again the solution of a Liapunov 
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Equation. 
For a fixed nonsingular matrix NE L(Rn) we define the norm 
for all A E L(Rn) . 
These norms do not satisfy the submul tiplicative property II BAIi ~ II All II BIi . 
However we will only make use of these norms in the next Lemma. 
Lerrma 3. 4. Solution of BAB = C by Newton's Method 
If A and Care positive definite the equation has a unique 
symmetric solution 
The symmetric square root B = /A1 TCA 1 can be computed iteratively from 
the initial estimate X0 
T 
= A1 B0 A1 by Newton's Method. In this B0 is the 
initial estimate of B. For each iterate Xk the correction matrix Yk is 
defined by the Liapunov Equation: 
(25) 
xk+l = ~ + Yk · 
This iteration preserves the positive definiteness of the Xk and 
-converges quadratically to B if: 
II x o - B II 
< 
-
1 (26) 
II B II 
which can be rewritten as 
1 
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Hence the relative error between Band B0 must be smaller than 
T 1/ [2K (1 + K)] where K is the condition number of B = ./ A1 CA 1 • This 
condition ensures the convergence and positive definiteness of the 
sequence 
{ 
j-1 } 
Xk = Xo + ~ y. 
j =O J k EN 
so that all Yk can be computed by the expansion (20). The computational 
effort at each iteration is quite large unless the residual 
T A1 •C•A1 - XkXk is a low rank matrix. However this method may compare 
favourably with the eigenvalue decomposition of A1TCA 1 if not the exact 
solution B but only an improved estimate is required. 
Proof. After the decomposition A= A1 A1 T and the computation of 
T T X0 = A1 B0 A1 and G = A1 CA 1 we are left with the reduced problem 
F (X) = X • X - G = 0 . 
As stated in the lemma we try to solve it by Newton's Iteration starting 
from X0 • Firstly we establish that (25) defines a Newton Step. We 
compute the partial derivatives of F(X) 
8F (X) 8(X 2 ) d [l~l = = X X l dX . . dX .. dX .. kl Z.m k,m iJ iJ iJ 
d ( o . k x .. x . + o . xk . x . . ) k = dX .. i iJ J m mJ i iJ , m iJ 
( cS . k x . + o . xk . ) k e. (x. ) + (xk.) k T = = e. i J m mJ i , m i Jill m i J ' 
where the ej denote the Cartesian base vectors and oik represents 
Kronecker's a-symbol . Thus Y is defined by 
I 
I 
I 
, 
- F (X) = G-X•X = 
= 
= 
l,J 
1; 
l,J 
c)F (X) 
'\ y .. 
ox.. lJ lJ 
e. y .. (x. ) 
1 lJ Jill m 
1; e.e. T YX + 1; XY l l l J 
= YX + XY = G - XX 
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1; (xki) k T + y .. e. 
1,J lJ J 
T 
e.e. 
J J 
= The exact solution B = 1G is clearly positive definite, such that the 
system 
- -
. BY+ YB = 0 
has only the trivial solution. Hence the Jacobian d:~x) is nonsingular 
at X = B and there is a neighbourhood of B where Newton's Method 
converges quadratically. 
As long as Xk is positive definite Yk is defined uniquely by 
expansion (20) and we can bound the norm II Y k II by the inequality (21) of 
Lemma 3.3. Hence we have for all k 
(27) 
We can now bound the new function value: 
since Yk 1s symmetric 
I 
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Thus we must have quadratic convergence if Xk converges at all. We can 
bound the ratio IIF(Xk+l)II/IIF(Xk)II 
Because of the condition on II B - X0 II we can prove that q 0 < 1 
~ 11 x- 1 11 2 II x - B II II x + B II 
0 0 _ 0 
II B- 1 11 2 (II x0 - Bii 2 + 211 BIi ·ii Xo - BIi) ~ ---'---~-------~ 
( 1 - II B- 1 1111 XO - BIi) 2 
The last inequality follows from 
if 11 B- 1 1111 X0 - BIi < 1, which holds by assump~ion. Thus we have 
= 
211 Xo - Bii llit 1 11 (II BIi ii s- 1 11 + 1) - 1 
Because of (22) the numerator has to be nonnegative so that q0 < 1. By 
induction we prove that qk+l ~ q~ < 1 as long as Yk is defined 
-90 
because of (27) and (28) 
q 2 
= ( k )2 ~ q2 < 1 . 
2 - qk k 
This gives us a bound on II F (Xk) 11 
Furthermore we have 
and therefore 
Now we can bound II Y kll and II Xk - BIi as wel 1 
( 29) 
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k-1 
11 xk - B 11 ~ 11 x O - B 11 + 2: 11 Y .11 j =O J 
~ IIXo - B II+ IIF(Xo)IIIIXc/11 
~ IIX _ BIi + IIB- 1 llllxo - Bil Cllxo - BIi + 2IIBII) 
0 ~ ~ 
( 1 - II B- 1 1111 X0 - BIi) 
= II XO - BIi ( 1 + 211 B- 1 1111 BIi ) 
C 1 - II B- 1 1111 x 0 - BIi) 
The smallest eigenvalue of the positive definite matrix B equals II s- 111- 1 
n 
and Xk must be positive definite as well, if for all uER : 
T 
u X •u = k 
T ~ T~ 
u ( Xk - B) u + u Bu 
~ CII B- 111- 1 - II xk - BIi) 11 u II > o for u f:. o . 
We can easily show that this holds because of (26) 
~ llxo - BIi Cl+ 2IIB- 11111BII) _ 118-1 11 -1 
(1 -11B- 1 IIIIX 0 - BIi) 
= [II x o - BIi • 2 C 1 + II B- 1 1111 BIi) II B- 1 11 - 1 J 11 B- 111- 1 
(1 - IIB- 1 IIIIX 0 - BIi) 
< 0 . 
Thus all Xk are positive definite, such that Yk 1s uniquely defined at 
~ 
any step. Because of (29) the Xk must converge to the solution B. As 
for Newton's Method in general the convergence must be quadratic. 
-, 
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3.5 DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS AND UPDATES 
Since the matrices XX, XG and GG are only used to provide us 
with a suitable Variable Metric Modification of the G~.itAM-trajectories we 
want to obtain them from the date available. After k evaluations we 
have the gradients g. at k discrete points x .. Let Pk(x) be a discrete 
J J 
distribution with: 
k p (x.) 
J 
k k 
= L p. = 1 . 
j =l J 
Consequently we define: 
Fk(B,H) 
k 
L xx . = k j=l 
k 
L XGk = 
j =l 
k 
GGk L = 
j=l 
In order to enable us 
k - k 
L x.p. , 
j =l J J 
k k 
L g(x.) •p. 
J J j =l 
= 
(j;l r p~II B(xj - ~) - H(gj - gk)[l 2 2 
k 
- - T k k T - T L -p. (x. 
- xk) (xj - xk) = p. •g. g. 
- gkgk J J j =l J J J 
k - - T k k - T L - - T p. (x. 
- xk) (gj - gk) = p. •x. g. 
- xkgk J J j=l J J J 
k - - T k k T L - - T p. (g. 
- gk) (gj - gk) = p .• g. g. - gkgk J J j =l J J J 
to compute xxk+l' SGk+l and GGk+l as updates 
xxk, XGk and GGk we restrict the distributions p k and define them 
r~cursively 
p~ = 1 
k+l 
- ( 1 - qk) for k ~ 1 0 ~ qk ~ 1 Pk+l -- ' 
k+l 
-
k k for ~k p. - q •p. J - . J J 
k If we choose qk = k/ (k+l) all p describe uniform distributions with 
of 
respect to the sequence of k sampl e points. For cons t ant qk = q < 1 we 
get a geometrically decreasing distribution, i.e. 
k = { (q) k 
p. k . 
J ( 1 - q) ( q) - J 
We can easily verify the relationships · 
for j = 1 
for j > 1 
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Thus we can obtain the new covariance matrices as single rank 
updates of the old ones, as we evaluate f and Vf at the sample sequence. 
If qk is chosen small the latest sample points are weighted in favour of 
the older ones. On the other hand if qk is close to 1 the weighting 
distribution is more uniform. 
For the even two-point distributions p (xk) = p (xk_ 1) 
Covariance Matrices have Rank 1 
The Update Problem for the Liapunov Equation 
We want to solve: 
where Bk solves the previous problem 
- 1/ 
- / 2 all 
( 30) 
. 
and Ak+l and Ck+l are updates of Ak and Ck' i.e.: 
T 
= q k Ak + ( 1 - q k) q k a b 
Since the Liapunov Equation is linear we have an equality of the same 
kind for the determination of 6B 
LIB •A!+ l + Ak + l LIB = q k [ Ck + c/) + ( 1 - q k) q k ( cd 'I; + d c T) 
- qk[BkA/ + AkBk) - (1 - qk)qk[Bk b aT + a bT Bk) . 
Since Bk is an exact solution of the previous problem we obtain: 
Expansion (20) provides the formal solution: 
vk = ( I + pk Ak + 1) - 1 ( I - pk Ak + 1) 
wk = 2pk (1 - qk) qk [ cd T - Bk b a T) 
(X) 
vj [w+wkT) cvT)j 6B = ~ . 
j=O 
Therefore the basic problem is to compute 
(X) 
j~o [\j ~ ;i.T[v/)j + vkj b ;?[v/Vi , 
where 
V = ( I + pk Ak + 1) - 1 V for v = c, d, a 
and 
"' b = 
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We examine briefly the necessary computational effort. Firstly we need 
an LU decomposition of (I + pk Ak+ 1) . Then we have to multi ply each of 
---
.. 
I 
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of the four vectors c, d, a, Bkb alternately by (I+ pk Ak+l)- 1 and 
(I -pk ~+l). This can be done by two back substitutions and one matrix 
vector multiplication. The intermediate vectors 
can be used to estimate the error by equation (23). Thus we have a 
sequence of computations with O(n 2 ) operations. We can avoid a new LU 
decomposition at each step by a suitable choice of pk 
= 
= 
where 
Thus we have a single rank update 
= 
and the LU decomposition of the matrix can be updated with O(n 2 ) 
operations [20] . However the recursion pk= (pk_ 1) /qk causes a steady 
growth of pk. As we know from the proof of Lemma 3.3 Vk has the eigen-
values 
1 - pk. p j 
1 +pk. p j ' j=l, ... ,n, 
where pj are the eigenvalues of Ak+l' Thus IIVkll tends to 1 as pk -+ 00 
unless the p. change rapidly. 
J 
IPkl ~ IDet(~+l) 1-l/n, which 
We can expect the best convergence if 
equals the geometric mean of jp. 1- 1 , 
J 
j = l,n. After several steps pk will become too large, especially if the 
qk are chosen small. Then we have to readjust p approximately to the 
modulus of the smallest eigenvalue of A and decompose (I + pA) again. 
---
!" 
I 
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Thus we have a sequence of O(n 2 ) computations at every step and 
occasionally an O(n 3 ) computation. All we have to store are B, the LU 
factorization of (I + pA) and .several scalars. 
Sometimes Ak+l may be singular such that (30) has either 
several solutions or none. Especially if Ak+l is still positive semi-
definite the expansion (20) applied to (31) can converge to a solution 
according to Lemma 3.3. In this case we obtain a particular solution 
Bk+l = Bk+ liB of equation (30). This will usually depend on Bk and we 
call it the "normal" solution as it is computed by our standard method 
to solve the update equation (31). In the sequel we will obtain some 
well known Variable Metric Formulae as "normal" solution of (31) for 
singular Ak+ 1 . 
3.6 PROPERTIES OF THE COVARIANCE MATRICES 
If f is a quadratic function we have: 
g (x) - g = g (x) - g (x) 2 -= V f(x-x) n for all xER 
Consequently the Covariance Matrices satisfy the equalities 
Under certain circumstances this relation holds locally for any twice 
differentiable function. 
Let A be an arbitrary positive definite matrix. Then the 
probability density functions 
~ I Det (A) I 2 
--'----'--'-- e 
I (2n) no 
- T -(x-x) A(x-x) 
20 2 
' 
i 
---
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form a one parameter family of normal distributions p with mean i . We 
0 
mark the corresponding Covariance Matrices with a subscript 0 and obtain 
the following result: 
Theorem 3.6. Asymptotic Behaviour of GX and GG 
For any at least three times differentiable objective function 
with a bounded mth derivative we have the relationships: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
IIGX -V2 f(x)•XX II 0 0 
II xx II 
0 
II GG - V2 f (x) • XG II _ 
0 0 
IIXX0 11 
= 0 (0°) 
= 0 (0°) 
II GG - V2 f(x) •XX V2 f(x)II 
0 0 
= 0 (0°) . 
We will see later that this asymptotic behaviour causes the 
forms of Band H to converge to V2 f and (V 2 f)- 1 asp (x) reduces to a 0-
0 
distribution. 
Proof. Clearly g(x) 1s (m-1) times differentiable and we can expand the 
vector-function 
y(x) - g(x) - g(x) - V2 f(x) (x - x) 
as a Taylor Series. Since the (m-l)th derivative of g is bounded there 
1s a (m-3) order polynomial h(r) with positive coefficients such that 
II y (x) II ~ II x - xii 2 h (II x - xii) 
For k ~ 0, i = 1, 2, we examine the integral 
n for al 1 x ER . 
Tk (0) = J II x - xii k+ 2 h (II x - xii) i dp (x) . Rn 0 
.. 
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We define S to equal the surface area of then-dimensional unit sphere 
n 
and define 
Now we have 
Tk(o) 
T 
s •o 
n 
!-:: I Det (A) I 2 ·S 
n 
-T 
J II - 11 k+ 2 II - i X - X h ( X - xii ) e Rn 
- T -(x-x) A(x-x) 
2o 2 dx. 
· For a=IIA- 111- 1 the smallest eigenvalue of A and r=llx-xll we obtain: 
r 2 a 
We substitute: 
T Joo k+n+l l - - 2-
Tk(o) ~ o r h(r) e 20 dr 
- 0 
r 
s = 
0 ' 
dr ds = -
0 
.- T Joo ( ) k +n + 1 l Tk (o) ~ 0 • o s •o h (s •o) e 
0 
ds . 
Since all coefficients of h are positive we have h(s•o) ~ h(s) for o < 1 
k+n+l Joo (k+n+l) l 
T k ( o) ~ o T s h ( s) e 
0 
ds for o ~ 1 . 
Obviously the remaining integral is finite and independent of o. Thus 
we have'' 
T ( k+n) k (o) = o o . 
(i) Writing V2 f = V2 f(x) we prove the first assertion 
GX 
0 
- - - - T (g - g (x) + g (x) - g) (x - x) dp (x) 
0 
= f (y(x) + V2 f(x - x)) (x - x) T dp (x) Rn o 
= V2 f J (x-x)(x-x)T dp (x) +J y(x)(x-x)T dp
0
(x) Rn o Rn 
--
...., 
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Therefore we get the residual 
II GX - 'v 2 f xx II = 
0 0 
II f y (x) (x - x) T dp0 (x) 11 
.Rn 
~ J II y (x) II II x - x II dp (x) 
Rn 0 
~ f II X - xii 3 h (II X - xii) dp (x) = Tl ( 0) , 
Rn 0 
n+l We have already proved that T 1 ( 0) = o ( 0 ) . Since 
and n > 1 this proves the fir.st equality. 
(ii) The second assertion follows in a similar way 
GG fRn - - T dp (x) = (g - g) (g - g) 0 0 
JRn 
- - T 
= (g - g (x)) (g - g) dp (x) 
0 
= J (y(x) + 'v 2 f (x - x)) (g - g) T dp (x) 
Rn 0 
= J y(x)(g-g)T dp (x) +'v2 f J (x-x)(g-g) dp (x) . 
Rn 0 Rn 0 
Therefore we get the residual 
IIGG - 'v 2 f·XG II = 11J y(x) (g - g) T dp (x) II 
0 0 Rn 0 
< fRn lly(x) 11 llg-gll dp0 (x) 
< J Rn II y (xl 1111 g - g CX) II dp0 (x) + II g - g CX) II J Rn II y(x) II dp0 (x) 
~ J II y (x) II (II y (x) II + II v2 f (x - x) II) dp (x) 
Rn _0 
+ 11 J (y (x) + v 2 f (x - x)) dp (x) 11 J 11 y (x) 11 dp (x) 
Rn 0 Rn 0 
for n ~ 1 . 
Since 11 XX
0 
II = 0 (o 2 ) this proves (ii) . 
(iii) The last assertion is an immediate consequence 
II 'v 2 f (XGO - xxo 'v 2 f) II 
II XXOII 
~ o Co O ) + II v 2 fl I • o Co O ) = o Co O ) • 
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As we mentioned in the introduction it is desirable that Band 
H be positive definite. As will be shown later this depends in certain 
cases on GX. 
Lemma 3.6. Positive Definiteness of (GX + XG) 
Let S be a compact convex subset of Rn with boundary 3S 
and volume T. For each straight line 
x(t) = (x 1 ,x2 ,•x. 1 ,t,x. 1,·x) J - J + n 
there are exactly two values 
t 1 = a. (x 1 ,x2 , •x. 1 ,x. 1 , •x) J J- J+ n 
and 
...., 
---
... 
with t 1 < t 2 , x(t 1 ), x(t 2 ) E as. We assume for all pairs of this kind 
f(x(t 1 )) = f(x(t 2 )). Under these conditions we find for the uniform 
distribution inside S 
(i) XG = I (x - x) g T (x) ~ dx 
S T 
is a diagonal matrix 
(ii) XG is positive definite if 
min f (x) 
xE as 
> J f(x) l dx - f 
S T 
Proof. (i) For i f j we get the ij -th element of XG as follows 
1 J - 8f (x) 1 J 
- (x.-x.) d dx 1 dx2 ... d-x = - (X.-X.) T S i i xj n T 8S i i 
[f b . C X 1 ' • • ' X . 1 'X. 1 ' .. 'X ) X J J- J+ n 
a.(x 1, .. ,x. 1 ,x. 1 , .. ,x) J J- J+ n 
8f(x) J 
8 dx. dx 1 , .. , dx. 1 , dx. 1 , .. , dx x. J J- J+ n 
J 
= lf (x. -x.)[f(x1, .. ,x. l'b.,x. l, . . ,x) 
T dS l l J- J J+ n 
-f(x1 , .. ,x. 1 ,a.,x. 1 , .. ,x )] dx 1dx 2 •• dx. 1dx. 1dx J- J J+ n J- J+ n 
= 0 by assumption. 
Hence XG is diagonal. 
(ii) For i = J we integrate by parts 
101 
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-
8f (x) 
8 dx 1 dx 2 •• dx x. n 
J l
b.(x 1 , .. ,x. 1 ,x. 1 , .. ,x) f(x) J J- J+ n 
a.(x 1 , •• ,x. 1 ,x. 1, .. ,x) J J- J+ n 
x dx 1 dx2 •• dx. 1dx. 1 ;. dx J - J + n l J f(x) dx T S 
= l J f (x 1 , •• , x. 1 , a., x. 1 , .. , x ) (b. - a.) dx 1 dx. 1dx. 1 dx - f T c)S J - J J + n J J J - J + n 
~ f O l J (b. - a.) dx 1 dx. 1dx. 1 dx - f T 8S J J J- J+ n 
-
= (f O - f) 
because the last integral describes simply the volume of S. Since 
-
f 0 - f > 0 all diagonal elements are positive so that XG is positive 
definite. 
The last result is only true if the distribution p(x) is 
uniform inside Sand zero outside. Nevertheless we can expect that a 
set of sample points contained in a low level region off will yield a 
positive definite (GXk + XGk) if f attains high values at the boundary of 
that region, provided the weighting distribution pk as defined in 
section 3.5 is reasonably uniform with respect to the sample set. As 
one can check easily positive definiteness of (GX + XG) implies that all 
eigenvalues of GX have positive real part so that (-GX) is a stability 
matrix. 
3.7 NONSYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS AND BASIC APPROACH 
Although we are mainly interested in symmetric B's and H's we 
discuss the nonsymmetric possibilities briefly and illustrate our basic 
approach. As mentioned in the introduction 3.1 we look for matrices B 
and H which describe the relation between x and g(x) and approximate V2 f 
--
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and (V 2 f)- 1 in a certain region. 1hese matrices will be defined as the 
solutions of certain minimization problems related to F(B,H) and can be 
characterized in terms of the covariance matrices XX, XG and GG. 
As F(B,H) 1s symmetric in Band H we examine only the 
different matrices, which correspond to Band V2 f. This does not mean 
that the second variable of F(B,H) will be constant or trivial as we 
define different versions of B. All results can be modified easily to 
describe matrices relating to Hand (V 2 f)- 1 • 
Firstly we prove a short Lemma about the case F (B ,H) = 0. 
Lemma 3.7 . 
For any two matrices B ,H with F (B ,H) = 0 we have: 
B • XX = H •GX and B • XG = H •GG . 
Proof. F (B ,H) = 0 implies that the set ' {x E Rn I B (x - x) /. H (g - g)} has 
measure zero with respect to p(x). Thus we have 
f (B (x - x) - H (g - g)) (x - x) T dp (x) = 0 Rn 
f - - T B (x - x) (x - x) dp (x) Rn = H J (g - g) (x - x) T dp (x) Rn 
and similarly 
f (B(x-x) -H(g-g)) (g-g)T dp(x) = 0 Rn 
B f (x - x) (g - g) T dp (x) 
Rn 
= H J (g - g) (g - g) T dp (x) . 
Rn 
0 
..., 
--
.. 
I 
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Definition and Equations 
Firstly we consider the linear parameter estimation problem of 
finding a matrix BB such that· 
(I) = Min F(B,I) 
BEL (Rn) 
This problem is unconstrained and convex~ We know from Lemma 3.2(ii) 
that F(B, I) is differentiable at (BB' I) unless F (BB' I) = 0. Because of 
Lenuna 3.7 we have in both cases the necessary condition on BB 
This condition is sufficient as either 
= 0 or dF(B,I) dB 
imply that BB is a minimum since F(B,I) is convex. Because 
Kernel(XX) C Kernel(GX) equation (32) always has the solution 
+ BB = GX •XX , 
where XX+ is the generalized inverse of XX. 
(32) 
(33) 
Now we consider the "indirect" minimization problem of finding 
a matrix B- so that B 
(II) F(BB,I) = Min F(B8,H) HE L(Rn) 
We call B8 and "indirect" minimizer and in contrast BB a "direct" 
minimizer of F(B,H). H = I is a minimizer of F(B~,H) if and only if 
This condition can be derived in the same way as equality (32). As to 
the solvability of this linear system we can see that: 
..., 
--
r 
I 
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Rank (XG) = Rank (GG) = n implies the existence of a unique solution 
Rank (XG) = Rank (GG) < n implies the existence of several solutions 
Rank (XG) < Rank (GG) excludes the existence of solutions . 
If Rank(XG) = Rank(GG) the system (34) always has the solution: 
(35) 
Interchanging X and G we obtain the corresponding forms for H: 
H8 = XG •GG+ 
- H~ = XX•GX+ 
B 
Thus we have B8 = H8 1 and H8 = B8 1 , if these matrices are nonsingular. 
Therefore one might suspect that indirect minimizers are simply the 
inverses of the direct minimizers of a related problem. As we will see 
in the next section this does not hold in general. Apart from an 
abstract sense of duality there is nothing yet to motivate the concept 
of indirect m1n1m1zers. We consider it to obtain alternative 
definitions of Band H. We examine the properties of the corresponding 
direct and indirect minimizers simultaneously. 
General and Low Rank Updates 
Let B be an arbitrary matrix and 6B8 ,6B8 correction matrices 
which make (B + 6B8) and (B + 6B8) satisfy either (32) or (34). We 
obtain the update equations: 
6B 8 XX = GX - B•XX 
6B8 XG = GG - B • XG 
.., 
-
,.... 
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which if solvable at all have the solutions 
= (GX - B·XX) xx+ (36) 
= 
+ ( GG - B • XG) XG (37) 
We call these particular solutions the "normal updates" of BB 
and B8. The resulting solutions (B + 6BB) of (32) and (B + 6B8) of (34) 
are not necessarily identical with those defined by (33) and (35), if XX 
or XG is singular. 
Now we consider the particular case where the weighting 
distribution satisfies p(x 1 ) ~ p(x2 ) = \ for two fixed points x 1 and x2 • 
With s = x2 - x 1 and y = g (x 2 ) - g (x 1 ) we obtain the covariance matrices 
T xx = ~ ss 
' 
T XG = ~ sy 
' 
GG = T ~ yy 
Unless s or y is zero (32) and (34) reduce to the Quasi-Newton Equation 
B~·ss T = ys B 
B~•sy T = yy B 
T implies 
T implies 
(B~·s-y) B 
T 
s s = 0 
Using (36) and (37) we obtain the normal updates 6BB and 6B8 
6B~ 
B 
= (y - Bs) s T 
T 
s s 
T T T + 
= ( yy - B s y ) ( s y ) 
= (y - Bs) s T 
T 
s s 
T T ss (y - Bs) s • -T--
(s s) 
T T 
= (y - Bs) y • ys 
T T 
s sy y 
Hence the normal updates as defined by (36) and (37) both reduce to the 
: 
--
,. 
I 
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Broyden formula if the covariance matrices are of rank 1. This occurs 
if the weighting distribution is chosen to emphasize the last two points 
and to ignore all previous ones. The identity between the update for 
the direct minimizer and that for the indirect minimizer does not hold 
in general. 
Reduction to Hessian in the Limit 
Finally we consider the situation as described in Theorem 3.6. 
Under these circumstances we consider the matrices B80 and B80 
satisfying B8 •XX = GX and B- •XG = GG . Firstly we examine 0 0 0 Bo o 0 
(BBo - V2f) 
Since 
we have 
xx 
0 
II xx0 11 
xx 
0 
GX 
= 
- V2 f xx 
0 0 
11 xx0 II 
(GX - V2f •XX ) 
--
0
~~~-
0
- A · II A - 1 II . llxx0 II 
This implies because of Theorem 3.6(i) 
Thus we have 
II GX - V2f•XX II 0 0 
= 0(0°). 
lim B80 = V
2 f (x) . 
o-+ o 
The same holds for B- if Det(V 2 f) f 0 Bo 
8Bo 
-
.. 
Because of Theorem 3.6(i) we have 
XG
0 lim = 
0 -+ 0 II xx0 II 
lim 
o-+ O 
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= 
XG0 By assumption V2 f and therefore A- 1 V2 f are nonsingular so that is IIXXO II 
nonsingular for sufficiently small o. For such owe have 
Clearly this implies again 
3.8 SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS 
II XXOII [ 
XG i- l 
11xx:11 
II GG - V2 f • XG II 0 0 
--~-...,.,..----• II xx0 II 
= 0(0°) . 
lim B- = V2 f (x) . BO o-+ o 
Since the Hessian V2 f is always synunetric we require that B be 
symmetric as well. We consider the problems of finding synunetric 
matrices BPSB and BDFP such that 
(I I I) F(BPSB' I) = Min F(B,I) 
BES (Rn) 
(IV) 
As in the previous section we call BPSB a direct and BDFP an 
indirect minimizer of F(B,H). As the mapping h:L(Rn) ·-+S(Rn), 
h(B 0 ) = B0 + B0 T is linear the functions F(B 0 + B0 T,I) and F(BDFP'H 0 +H 0 T) 
-are convex in B0 and H0 • The sets h-
1 (BPSB) and h- 1 (I) must contain 
minimizers of the problems 
(III') 
. T 
F (B 0 + B0 , I) 
(IV') 
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Since F is convex and differentiable the minimizers B~ Eh- 1 (BPSB) and 
H~ Eh- 1 (I) satisfy the necessary and sufficient conditions 
= 0 
= 0 
or 
or 
dF(Bo+Bo,I) 
dB 0 
= 0 
= 0 . 
From these conditions we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions 
characterizing BPSB and BDFP 
(38) 
(39) 
Applying Lemma 3.3 we can see that (38) has always a solution: 
We define U1 = Range (XX) ::J Range (XG) and U2 =Rn. Obviously U1 and U2 ar e 
invariant subspaces with respect to XX. For any orthonormal basis 
D_= (d 1 , .•. ,dk) of U1 the matrix A1 = D XX DT is clearly positive definite 
and A2 = XX is positive semidefinite. Thus the expansion (20) converges 
to a solution of (38). Hence there is always a direct minimizer BPSB 
solving problem (III). On the other hand equation (39) is not 
necessarily solvable. If the matrix GX has no pair p, -p of eigenvalues, 
(39) has a unique solution as we mentioned in section 3.3. For singular 
GX we cannot readily draw any conclusions about the existence or 
uniqueness of B0pp· 
General and Low Rank Updates 
For an arbitrary Band the corresponding updates 6BPSB and 
6BDFP we obtain the update equations 
6BPSB•XX+XX•6BPSB = GX-B•XX+XG-XX•B 
6BDFP •XG + GX•6BDFP = 2GG - B•XG - GX•B . 
11 0 
( 40) 
( 41) 
If the expansions (20) for the solution of (40) and (41) converges, we 
again call the corresponding solutions "normal updates" of BPSB and 
BDFP' These particular solutions may depend on the parameter pin the 
definition of the matrices V and W, which occur in the expansion (20). 
We are mainly interested in the case where BPSB and BDFP are 
updated along a sequence of sample points and weighted by the discrete 
distributions pk as defined in section 3.5. In this situation the 
formulae ( 40) and ( 41) take the form 
"B XX XX "B ( 1 - q) q (uAAsT + AsuAT) u PSB. + • u PSB = ( 42) 
" G " ( ) ( AA T AA T) uBDFP •X + GX•uBDFP = 1 - q q yu + uy , ( 43) 
where the index k has been omitted and 
A -
s 
A -y u - (y - Bs) . 
Applying expansion (20) to the equat i ons (4 2) and (43) we hav e 
to compute basically one infinite sum 
co 
VJ --T J L UV V 
j =0 
for two fixed vectors u and v. 
-
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As we noticed in section 3.5 this can be done by a sequence of 
O(n 2 ) operations . Thus the computational effort for both updates is 
essentially the same . However since (I + pXX) in contrast to (I + pGX) is 
positive semidefinite, the update of its LV decomposition requires 
roughly half as much work as that of (I + pGX) [20] . 
Now we consider the case of an even two point distribution as 
defined in the previous section . Again (38) and (39) reduce to the 
Quasi-Newton Equation, unless s or y is zero 
T T T T 
BPSB ss + ss BPSB = ys + sy 
T Thus we have (BPSB •s - y) (s s) = 0. In a similar way we reduce (39): 
T T T 8DFP sy + ys 8DFP = 2YY 
and so 
T (BDFP •s -y) (y y) = 0 • 
Now we can determine the normal updates of BPSB and BDFP as defined by 
(40) and (41). 
Firstly we consider l'iBPSB: 
T T T T T T l'iBPSB • ss + ss •l'iBPSB = ys + sy - Bss - ss B 
We abbreviate u = (y - Bs) 
T T T T l'iBPSB •ss + ss •l'iBPSB = us + su 
From Lemma 3 . 3 we know that this equation can be solved by the expansion 
(20). Since the resulting normal solution is not necessarily 
independent of the parameter p we leave p > 0 variable and obtain: 
according to the formula of Sherman and Morrison 
= 2p[I - _ ssT T ] usT[I 
p l + S S 
~ 2p [us T [ 1 
= 
= 
= 
1 
-1 T p + s s 
T 
ss 
[
I - SST ] (I - pssT) 
p-1 + s Ts 
[r-s/[p + P-1~/s 
[r 2ss T l 
s u T ] 
p•s s 
T ]] 
Vu = [ I - 2ssT ] T u = u - s 
T 2s u 
-1 T p + s s p- l + S S 
2s s = p - s s 
[ 
T ] [ -1 T ] 
Vs = s 1 - p-1 + s Ts s p-1 + s Ts 
Using 
-y 
[ 
- 1 T l p - s s 
p-1 + STS 
< 1 
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we obtain 
T T T 2s u 
- us •y - ss ----. y 
-1 T p + s s 
T T T 2 
V ss V = ss •y 
T Thus every pre- and postmultiplication by V and V reproduces the terms 
usT and ssT with varying coefficients. We can write 
T T 
= us • a . - s s • S . 
J J 
The coefficients a. and S. satisfy the recursions 
J J 
2 2s T 
Bo 
u 
ao = = 
p-1 + s T (p- 1 + s T s s) 
a. •y s. 1 s. •y2 + 
213 0 
a. 1 = = - · y J+ J J+ J ao 
Clearly we have a. = a 0 •yJ, which implies J 
00 
~ 
j =O 
a. 
J 
= = 
1 -
= 2 
-1 T p - s s 
-1 T p + s s 
= 
a. 
J 
1 
-1 T -1 T T p +ss-p +ss ss 
Therefore the solution 6BPSB must be of the form 
where 
1 
T 
s s 
T T T (us +su)-o•ss 
0 -
00 
~ 
j =O 
s. 
J 
' 
. 
is yet to be determined. Because of Lemma 3.3, o must exist and we use 
the Quasi-Newton Equation to calculate it 
... 
. 
I, 
T 
B UTS - s.(' (sTs) = s- .y+u+s u 
s s 
Thus we have 
T 
cS = 
u s 
(sTs)2 
which gives us finally 
-T T 
= (y-Bs)s +s(y-Bs) T T (y-Bs) s•ss 
T 
s s (sTs)2 
This solution is independent of p and describes the so-called "Powell 
symmetric Broyden" (PSB) update. 
Secondly we consider 6BDFP 
T T T T T 6BOFP sy + ys 6BDFP = 2yy - Bsy - ys B 
T T 
= yu + uy 
' 
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where again u = (y - Bs). Using a parameter p with sign(p) = sign(yT s) we 
can show that the corresponding expansion (20) converges. All 
computations are very similar to those carried out for the PSB-update 
W = 2p [ I -
= 2 [yu T 1 
-1 T p + y s 
T yy 
T 
sy 
-1 T p + y s 
u s T ] 
s y u s T T ] 
I 
V = 
= 
= 
Vu = 
Vy = 
Using 
we obtain 
Thus we must have 
where 
[ T ] T I - ys (I -pys) 
p-1 + yTs 
[ I - ys T [p + 1 T )) s y•p 
-1 T (p- 1 + YT s) p + y s 
[ I - T l 2ys 
p-1 + STY 
T 2s u 
u-y 
-1 T p + s y 
y [ 1 T l [ -1 T l 2s y = E - s y - - T y p- 1 + s Ty p- 1 + s y 
-1 T 
y - p -s y < 1 
-1 T p + s y 
VyuT VT T T 
T 2s u 
= yu •y - yy y 
-1 T 
Vyy T VT T = yy 
2 
ao = T 
- 1 p + s y 
p + s s 
y2 
. 
T T yu • Cl. - yy • B . 
J J 
(JO = 
T 2u s 
S - s. •V2 j+l - J I 
2So •y 
+--·a .. 
ao J 
J 2 j + 1 Again we have a.=a0 y and therefore S. 1 =S. y +26 0 y This J J+ J 
recursion has the solution 
S = SO 
• VJ ( 2 - yJ ( l + y)) 
j I (1-y) 
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For j = 0 this is obviously true and we can show by induction: 
s . 1 = s . y 2 + 2 s O yj + 1 
J + J . 
. 2 . 
= S [YJ + ( 2 - YJ ( 1 + Y)) + 2yj + l l 0 ( 1 -Y) 
= j + 1 [y ( 2 - yJ ( 1 + y)) + 2 ( 1 - y)] 
So Y (1 - y} 
. 1 
= j + 1 ( 2 - YJ + ( 1 + y)) 
Soy (1-y) 
00 
Now we can determine ~ S. 
j =O J 
00 
~ (3. 
j =O J [ 
00 2yJ 
= So ~ (1-y) j =0 
= (3 [ 2 
o ( 1 - Y) 2 
; (l+y) 2jl 
(1 - y) y j=O 
(1 + y) ] 
(l-y)(l-Y 2 ) 
So 
= 
So 12 _ (l+y)] = ( 1 - y) 2 ~ ( 1 + Y) ( 1 - y) 2 • 
Thus we have the final coefficients 
00 
~ a. 
j=O J 
00 
~ s . 
j =O J 
6BDFP 
ao 2 1 
= = = (1 - y) 
-1 T -1 T T p + s y - p + s y s y 
T So 2u s 
= = = ( 1 - y) 2 (p- 1 + y Ts _ p- 1 + y Ts) 2 
[ T T T J [ T T Tr 
= 
yu _ yy ·us 
+ y~ _ yy ;us 
T T 2 
s y 2 (y s) s y 2(y s) 2 
T T 
= y(y-Bs) +(y-Bs)y T T (y - Bs) s •yy 
T (s y) T (y s) 2 
T 1 u s 
2 (yT s) 2 
Again the solution is independent of p and describes the so-called 
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"Davidon fletcher Powell" (DFP) update. 
Hence BPSB and BDFP reduce to well known update formulae of 
rank 2 if p(x) is an even two point distribution. Therefore we consider 
them as generali zations of the PSB and DFP update and use the same name. 
Reduction to Hessian in the Limit 
We have to determine the limits of BPSB and BDFP under the 
conditions of Theorem 3.6". Let BPSBo solve the equation 
GX + XG 
0 0 
Using E
0 
- BPSBo - V2 f we obtain 
xx 
a 
Eo II xx II + 
a 
GX -V2 f•XX +XG -XX V2 f 
0 0 0 0 
According to Theorem 3.6(i) we can bound the residual E 
a 
IIE II~ a [ xx 1-
1 
II xx: II 
II GX - V2 f ·XX + XG - xx V2 f II 0 0 0 0 
. --------------
11 XXOII 
= II A- 1 1111 All •o (o 0 ) = o (o 0 ) • 
Thus we have lim BPSBo = V2 f. 
a-+- O 
Using 
and 
we obtain: 
Now we examine the BOFP O satisfying the equation 
R 
a 
2GG - V2 f - XX - XX V2 f 
_ 0 0 0 
-----n-11 x-x-
0
--,-,llr-----
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( 44) 
We have to assume that the matrix A- 1 V2 f has no pair p 1 - P of eigen-
values . As 
XG 
lim O = 
0 -+ 0 II xx O 11 
XG 
a 
the same holds for IIXX II if o is sufficiently small. For such o the 
a 
matrices E are uniquely defined by equation (44). We define 
a 
o - lim sup IIE
0
11. 
a-+ O 
If O>O there is an infinite sequence o.-+O so that IIE .II> ifor JEN. 
J OJ 2 
Thus we have 
E . XG . 
OJ OJ 
II E0 j II II XX0 j II 
GX . E . 
+ II xx 
0
~ II II E 
0
~ II = 
OJ OJ 
E . XG . 
OJ OJ 
II E . II II xx . 11 OJ OJ 
GX0 . E0 . + J J 
II xx . II II E . II OJ OJ 
O(o 0 ) • 
Since the set of matrices with unit norm is compact, a subsequence of 
the E ./IIE .II must converge to a limit E satisfying 
OJ OJ 
XG . GX . 
E 1 . OJ l . OJ E = 
. im II xx . 11 + . im II xx . II 
J -+ 00 OJ J -+ 00 OJ 
+ = 0 . 
Because of our assumption the last equation has a unique solution E = 0, 
where IIEII should equal 1. This is a contradiction and we must have 
0 = lim 
a-+ o 
which implies lim BDFPo = V2 f. 
a-+ o 
sup II E II = 0 
a 
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The Eigenvalues of BPSB and BDFP 
Let uj,Aj denote the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of BPSB and 
vj,Pj those of BDFP. From the equations (38) and (39) we derive: 
T GXu. T GGv. u. V. 
A. = J J p. = J J T ' T J u. XXu. J v. GXv. 
J J J J 
According to Lemma 3.3 the norm of BPSB as defined by expansion (20) 
applied to (38) can be bounded in the following way, if 
Range XX ::::> Range (XG) + Range (GX) . 
have: 
+ With the generalized inverse XX we 
We can easily see that the eigenvalues of BDFP cannot be 
T bounded in this way as the modulus of the denominator v. GXv. can be 
J J 
arbitrarily small. 
Thus it seems as if BPSB is in general better defined and more 
stable with respect to changes in the covariance matrices than Bopp· On 
the other hand there is no reason to assume that BDFP is more likely to 
be positive definite than BPSB' as one can show for the limiting case of 
rank 2 updates [8] p.49. Both matrices are positive definite if 
(GX + XG) is positive definite (which implies that (GX) is a stability 
matrix). As we established in Lemma 3.6 this is likely to occur if GX 
is updated along a minimizing sequence of sample points. Clearly 
(GX + XG) is forced to be positive definite if only those pairs 
s = xk+ 1 - xk, y = gk+l - gk satisfying yT s > 0 are used for updating GX. 
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3.9 POSITIVE SEMIDEFINITE SOLUTIONS 
There are two ways of obtaining an always positive definite 
form for B. Firstly we consider the minimization problem of finding a 
positive definite matrix BPD such that 
(V) = Min F (B, I) 
BE PD(Rn) 
Problem (V) is again a convex minimization problem as the 
positive semidefinite matrices PD(Rn) form a cone in S(Rn) C L(Rn) and 
F(B,I) is convex. We characterize the solution BPD in the following 
Lemma. 
Lemma 3.9. Solution of Problem V 
If XX is nonsingular problem (V) has a unique minimizer Bpo· 
BPD is the only positive semidefinite matrix satisfying the conditions 
( B • XX + XX• B - G X - XG) B = 0 
n (B•XX + XX•B - GX - XG) E PD(R ) . 
If (45) holds (46) is equivalent to the condition: 
GX + XG is negative semidefinite on Kernel (B) . 
(45) 
( 46) 
( 47) 
Thus the existence and uniqueness of BPD can be established 
under fairly general assumptions. Furthermore BPD can be characterized 
in terms of the covariance matrices, as are BB' B8, BPSB and BDFP" 
However neither an explicit solution of BPD nor an iterative scheme for 
approximating it are available. From ( 45) we can see that BPD = BPSB if 
BPD is nonsingular. 
~ .. 
Rn Rn Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.2 we consider the set ( , ) of 
continuous vector valued functions and the mapping 
h (B) = B (x - x) - (g (x) - g) . 
Since his linear the set 
is a cone as well and the convex minimization problem 
Min II zll = Min [f II z (x) II 2 dp (x) J \ 
z E h (PD (Rn) ) n z E h (PD (Rn) ) Rn 
must have a unique minimizer z 0 as the norm II lln is strictly convex. 
n There must be a BPD E PD (R ) so that 
Thus we have 
- - T - - T ( z O (x) + g - g) (x - x) = BPD (x - x) (x - x) 
We can see easily that the integral exists 
11J (z 0 (x) + g- g) (x- x)T dp(x)II ~ J llz 0 (x) (x- x)TII dp(x) +IIGXII Rn Rn 
!-;: 
= II z 0 (x) II TR(XX) 
2 
+ II GX II 
n 
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( 48) 
llz 0 (x)lln is finite as h(PD(Rn)) contains elements with finite norm (for 
instance h(O) = -(g(x) - g)) and z 0 (x) has the minimal norm in h(PD(Rn) ). 
By assumption XX is nonsingular so that Bis the unique solution of 
I 
(48). Clearly we have 
= Min F(B,I) . 
BEPD(Rn) 
Since BPD is positive semidefinite there is a square root B1 so that 
T BPD = B1 B1 . This B1 must be a minimizer of the problem 
(V ') Min F (BB T, I) 
BE L(Rn) 
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which is unconstrained and differentiable. From Lemmas 3.2(ii) and 3.7 
we obtain the necessary condition 
(B • XX +-XX• B - XG - GX) B 1 = 0 
which is equivalent to 
( B • XX + XX• B - XG - GX) B = 0 . 
Thus BPD must satisfy equation (45). 
For a minimizer of a convex minimization problem with a 
differentiable objective function we have the condition that the inner 
product between the local gradient and any direction contained in the 
tangent cone is non-negative [21]. At any point in PD(Rn) the single 
rank matrices wwT for w E Rn are elements of the tangent cone. The inner 
product between wwT and the gradient dF(B,I) written in matrix form is dB 
simply: 
T dF(B,I) 
w dB 
T 
w (B•XX-GX)w 
w = F(B,I) 
Thus we have for BPD 
T 
or w (B • XX - GX) w ~ 0 for a 11 w E Rn . 
Clearly both equations imply 
(B • XX - GX + XX• B - XG) E PD (Rn) . PD PD 
, 
I 
Now we show the equivalence of (46) and (47) provided (45) 
holds. Clearly 6(B,XX,GX) can only be nontrivial on Kernel(B) and is 
positive semidefinite if and only if for all wEKernel(B) 
wT 6(B,XX,GX)w = 2wTB•XXw-2wTGXw 
T 
= - w ( GX + XG) w ~ 0 
which is obviously equivalent to (47). 
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Finally we have to establish that (45) and (46) have no 
solution other than BPD. We assume that B = BPD - 6B satisfies these two 
conditions. Since F(B) =F(B,I) is convex and differentiable we have: 
~ F (B) + dF (B) 
dB B=B 
unless F(B) = 0, which implies immediately B = BPD ·. The symbol ~ denotes 
the inner product between the "vectors" 
B•XX - GX 
F (B' I) 
and 6B. Since 6B is symmetric we can write 
so that 
(B •XX - GX) 8 6B = (B•XX - GX) T 0 6B 
dF(B,I) 
dB 
-B=B 
1 6 (B, XX, GX) 
= 2 8 6B . F (B) 
As 6(B,XX,GX) is symmetric and satisfies (46) there is an eigenvalue 
decomposition 
6(B,XX,GX) = 
k 
~ 
j =l 
T p.v.v. 
J J J 
with v. E Kernel(B) 
J 
p. ~ 0 
J 
This enables us to rewrite the inner product in more familiar notation 
--, 
I 
k 
6 (B, XX, GX) 0 6B = L 
j =1 
k 
= L 
j =l 
k 
= L 
j =l 
Hence we have 
0 = F(B)-F(B) 
T P.v. 6B V. 
J J J 
. T "' 
p.v. (BPD- B)v. J J J 
T p.v. 8PD V. ~ J J J 
0 since 
k T 
n BPD E PD(R) . 
L pJ. VJ. BPD VJ. 
j =l ~ ~ 0 . 
2 • F ( B) 
This implies F (B) = F (BPD) and B = BPD . 
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We do not consider the corresponding indirect minimization 
problem. For one can show that the problem of finding a BPD E PD(Rn) so 
that 
= 
leads to the condition 
Either this equation has no positive semidefinite solution or BPD equals 
BDFP as defined in the previous section. 
Instead we consider the problem of finding a matrix A1 such 
that 
(VI) F (A T A- 1 ) 1 , 1 = Min F (AT, A- 1 ) 
A E L(Rn) 
This problem is symmetric with respect to Band Hand we can consider 
h . T ( T - 1 . . 2 f d ( o 2 f) - 1 • t e matrices A1A1 and A1A1 ) as approximations to 'v an v 
Lemma 3.2(iii) yields the necessary condition 
.. 
' 
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This equation like (45) is no longer linear but quadratic. BPD' as the 
symmetric solution of (48) is always positive semidefinite. This 
property is quite. desirable. However it is doubtful whether BPD is a 
good choice for a Variable Metric procedure. The matrices XX and GG do 
not depend on the actual pairing of x and g(x) but only on the 
occurrence of certain arguments and gradients. Since BPD is only 
defined in terms of XX and GG this holds for BPD as well. Although, as 
we proved in Lemma 3.4·, BPD has an explicit solution if XX 1s non-
singular, the necessary computational effort is quite high. 
To improve an estimate of BPD by Newton's method we have to 
solve a Liapunov equation at each iteration. Only if the initial 
residual is of low rank can the first iteration be carried out with a 
computational effort comparable to the exact updates of BPSB and Bopp· 
Whether it is under suitable circumstances sufficient to carry out only 
one iteration at each step along the sample sequence, has not been 
examined. 
Reduction to Hessian in the Limit 
Because of lim BPS BO = V2 f, BPSBO 1s positive definite for 
a-+ o 
sufficiently small o, if V2 f itself has this property. Thus it must 
solve the problem 
Min F(B,I) 
BE PD (Rn) 
as well and we have the identity BP Do= BPSBo , wh ere th e subscript o of 
I 
BPD refers to the distribution p0 . Hence we have lim BP OCT = V
2 f , if 
0-+ 0 
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V2 f is positive definite and f satisfies the assumption of Theorem 3.6. 
For the BPDo defined by 
GG 
0 
we obtain the same result if V2 f E PD (Rn) . Since the covariance matrix 
02 A- 1 of the dis~ribution p (x) is positive definite there is a matrix D 
0 
satisfying DDT= A- 1 • Hence we obtain an explicit solution for BPDo 
xx0 8i500 II xx0 II BP00 = 
B A-l B~ B DDT B PD0 PD0 = PD0 PD0 
GG 
= II A - 1 II II xx 
0 
II 
0 
T IT GG0 -1 !-;:: 
= ( o- 1) / D II XX II D • ( D ) II A - 1 II 2 ' 
0 
where r denotes the positive semidefinite square root. By Theorem 
3.6(iii) we know 
Thus we find for BPDo 
lim BPD0 = (D- 1) T 0-+ 0 
= 
(D-1) T 
/oT 
/oT 
V2 f A- 1 
V2 f A- 1 V2 f 
II A- 1 II 
V2 f D D- 1 
V2 f DDT V2 f D D- 1 
since f E PD (Rn) by assumption 
' 
I. 
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3.10 SUMMARY 
We compile the results of this chapter in the table on the 
next page. For all problems but (V) we have been able to show that the 
conditions in column 2 are necessary and sufficient for the minimizers 
of the problems defined in colunm 1. The conditions in colunm 3 allow 
us to compute particular solutions either by means of generalized 
inverses or the expansion (20). They do not necessarily coincide with 
the mathematical conditions for the existence of uniqueness of solutions. 
In the last colunm we use the notation of [8] to label the updates which 
occur if p(x) is an even two point distribution. 
If f satisfies the mild assumption of Theorem 3.6 and the 
Hessian shares their basic properties (i.e. positive definiteness) all 
forms of B converge to V2 f(x) as the weighting normal distribution p0 (x) 
reduces to a a-distribution at x. Thus we can expect that all of them 
approximate V2 f reasonably well if the weighting distribution i$ 
concentrated at a single point. Provided V2 f(x) is nonsingular one can 
show that the forms of H converge in the limit to (V 2 f(x))- 1 and are 
therefore approximations of (V 2 f(x))- 1 if the weighting distribution is 
- 2 - -1 concentrated at x and (V f(x)) shares the properties of the particular 
form of H. 
We are not able to compute the covariance matrices as defined 
by continuous distribution density functions dpd~). Instead we compute 
estimates of XX, GX and GG, which are based on a finite sequence of 
sample points and are updated after each evaluation of g. Using the 
recursively defined distributions pk(x) of section 3.5 this requires 
O(n 2 ) operations at each step. The symmetric matrices BPSB' BDFP' HG 
and HBFGS can be updated accordingly, which requires in each cas e a 
, 
I 
Problem Characterizing Equation 
Condition for Limiting 
Explicit Solution Rank 2 Update 
F(B 8 ,I) = Min F (B, I) B·xx = GX always Broyden (I) i BEL(Rn) 
F (I ,HB) = Min F CI' H) H·GG = XG always Broyden 
'- HEL(Rn) 
~ . B·XG = GG Rank (XG) F(BB,I) = Min F(B8,H) Broyden 
(II) i HE L (Rn) = Rank(GG) 
F (I, H13) = Min F (B ,H8) H•GX = XX Rank(GX) Broyden BE L(Rn) = Rank (XX) 
F (BPSB, I) = Min F (B, I) B•XX+XX•B = GX+XG always 
Powell 
I 
symmetric 
(III) i BES(Rn) Broyden 
F(I,HG) = Min F(I,H) H • GG + GG • H = XG + GX always Greenstadt 
, HES(Rn) 
F(BDFP'I) = Min F(BDFP'H) B•XG + GX•B = 2GG (-XG) is stability 
Davidon 
Fletcher HES(Rn) matrix Powell (IV) • 
Broyden 
F(I,HBFGS) = Min F(B,HBFGS) H•GX + XG•H = 2XX (-GX) is stability Fletcher 
BES (Rn) matrix Goldfarb 
Shanno 
B(B•XX+XX•B-GX-XG) = 0 
F(BPD'I) = Min F(B,I) not available 
n BEPD(Rn) (B •XX+ XX• B - GX - XG) E PD (R ) 
, 
(V) . 
H(H•GG + GG•H - GX - XG) = 0 
F(I,HPD) = Min (I ,H) not available 
n 
, HE PD (Rn) (H•GG + GG•H - GX - XG) E PD(R) 
I-' 
H•GG H = XX B•XX•B = G or [',..) 
(VI) { F(Ai,AJ 1) ~ Min F(AT,A- 1) Det(XX) ~ 0 cc 
T T -1 A E L(Rn) where B = A1 A1 - , , H = (A1 A1 ) 
Ii 
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sequence of O(n 2 ) computations. The positive defin ite matrices BPD and 
HPD can either be computed by the eigenvalue decomposition of a positive 
definite matrix or updated by Newton's method as elaborated in Lemma 3.4. 
The exact solution requires in both cases a sequence of O(n 3 ) 
computations. 
On the whole we can conclude from the theoretical analysis 
that the four symmetric matrices BPSB' BDFP' HG and HBFGS are most 
suitable for the Variable Metric Modification of the GMAM-concept (see 
section 2.4). If it is possible to guarantee the positive definiteness 
of (GX + XG) in an algorithmic implementation all four matrices are 
uniquely defined, positive definite and can be updated by means of 
expansion (20) with an acceptable computational effort. The relative 
merits of the remaining two alternatives BPSB(HG) and BDFP(HBFGS) can 
only be established by practical experience. 
. 
! 
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APPENDIX 
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (1) BY VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
n Let y 0 ,y 1 ES CR be two distinct points contained in a 
· 1 t d t b t S of Rn. simp y connec e compac su se We consider the set X C C(R,S) 
of all rectifiable curves y =y('r) in S with y(O) = y 0 and y(T 1 ) = y 1 • We 
assume that the objective function f EC 1 (Rn, R) is once continuously 
differentiable and define 
d = min · {f(z)} 
zES 
and D - max {f (z)} . 
zES 
For any yEX, Z(y) denotes its full length and ds denotes the element of 
length along the trajectory. We define for c < d the functional q: X-+- R 
A JY1 ds 
q(y) = (f(y(T)) - c) . 
Yo 
q is continuous positive definite and bounded as: 
z (y) z (y) 
- C) ~ q ( y) ~ ( d - C) • 
Thus there exists an infinum 
q 0 = inf {q(y)} 
yEX 
and a minimizing sequence {y.} EX such that 
J 
lim q(y.) 
j -+- CX) J 
. 
' 
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For al 1 y. we normalize the independent parameter T so that ds = i (y.) •dT, 
J J 
which implies y. (O) = y O, y. ( 1) = y 1. We can bound th e length l (y.) J J J 
for all J 
Furthermore they. satisfy a uniform Lipschitz Condition 
J 
lly. (T + Ln) -y. (-r)II ~ 
J J J
y. (T+lrr) 
J ds ~ Z, (y.) • 6T ~ 
y. (T) J 
6T • q 1 (D - c) . 
J 
Now the theorem of Arsela Ascoli proves the existence of a limit curve 
x = x(T), which is continuous, rectifiable and almost everywhere 
differentiable [22]. 
Assuming that xis differentiable we can obtain a necessary 
condition in the form of a differential equation. To make the theory 
independent of linear transformations we use an arbitrary positive 
definite matrix H- 1 to define the metric so that 
where 
Hence we have 
q (x) 
T h: ds = (x (T) H- l x) 2 dT , 
x(T) _ dx (T) dT 
r F(x,ic) dT . 
0 
We determine the partial derivatives 
3F 
dX ' 
3F 
= dX 
= 
3F 
and c!F ax ax ax 
ex? H-1 1:: x) 2 Vf (x) -
(f (x) - c) 2 
1 
T 1:: (f(x) - c) (x H- 1 x) 2 
' 
3F 
3x = T 1:: (f(x) - c) (x H- 1 x) 2 
. 
. 
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First order variation yields the equality of DeBois Raymond [23] p.204 
= ~~ + r 
X T=O O 
H- 1 x H- 1 x(O) 
--------- = _____ ..c__.;. __ _ 
(f(x) - c) (xT I-Cl x) ~ (fo - c) cxI H- 1 x , )~ 
8F ~ 
-dT dX 
f T Vf (r) (x (r) TH- l X (r) ~ dT ' o Cf C -r) - c) 2 
~ 
where Tis an integration variable. Because 
ds = l (x) dT T 
~ 
= ex H- 1 x) 2 dT 
we find: 
= 
· xco) -Hf-r Vf(r) icx) 
-~.:;___c:.---=-- di . 
(f 0 -c) l(x) o (f(i)-c) 2 
. 
X 
(f (x) - c) i (x) 
All functions on the right side are differentiable and we obtain the 
second order system 
.. 
X 
(f(x) - c) 
"xx T Vf Cx) 
(f (x) - c) 2 
Finally we change the parameter and set: 
t = i - 1cx)·T, _ dx x' dt 
This yields the equation 
T 
x" = - (H - x' x' ) 
H •Vf (x) • l 2 (x) 
(f(x) - c) 2 
x" = 
Vf (x) 
(f(x) - c) 
which is identical with ( 11) and reduces to ( 1) for H = I. Obviously 
82 F ox ox is positive semidefinite so that the Legendre Condition is always 
satisfied ([23], p .136). Thus second order variation does not impose 
any additional conditions on x . 
. 
I 
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